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Preface

When I first started graduate school, I considered myself a biologist and

thought for sure that my project would somehow involve cells. Because cells

are the smallest possible unit of life, it didn't seem possible that working at

the molecular level could be as interesting.

As the title of this thesis suggests, I decided otherwise. By taking advantage of

the diverse opportunities this department offers, I soon became interested in

protein structure. But what my undergraduate research advisor found more

surprising is that I abandoned lab work for the computer. While the

transition didn't happen overnight, I have become enough of a computer

geek so that my day doesn't seem complete unless I log on to my SGI.

Besides my computer whose CPUs and 3D-graphics contributed much to the

completion of my project, there are many people who were instrumental

throughout. I would first like to thank Fred for taking me on despite my lack

of experience. He has been an ideal advisor being the perfect mix of teacher

and cheerleader. It must have been more than an interesting coincidence that

my first lecture in graduate school was given by Fred on protein structure. I

would also like to thank Tack Kuntz and Bob Langridge for being so generous

with their time, having served both on my orals and dissertation committees.

Lydia Gregoret, Scott Presnell, and Don Kneller were incredibly patient and

helpful to me throughout, but I am especially grateful for all the tutoring I

received early on. Even now, I am amazed how useful and efficient shell

scripts are and I can never thank Lydia enough for teaching me about them. I
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learned everything I know about programming from Scott and Don although

I'm not too sure how much credit they would want to take for my code.

Thanks are also due to all the past and present members of the Cohen Group

for making lab such a pleasant place. I think we managed to 'solve' more

than our fair share of the world's problems over 10 o'clock coffee.

For providing encouragement and comaraderie more times than I can

remember, a special thanks are due to John Troyer, David Hearst, Bruce

Cohen, Ann Eakin and Randy Radmer. And for all those times when

everyone else I knew were tired of hearing me complain, Elaine Meng and

Carolyn Koo managed to provide a friendly ear. Lastly, I would like to thank

Allison for not yet learning to drive.



The Construction and Applications of Protein Models

by

Christine S Ring

Abstract

The most successful method for tertiary structure prediction is homology

based modeling. Because structure is more strongly conserved than sequence,

the structure of a known homologous protein is used as a scaffold to build the

protein of interest. There are basically three challenges to this procedure: 1)

alignment, 2) sidechain placement and 3) loop conformations. Of the three

steps, methodology for predicting loop conformation is the least developed.

The first part of this thesis seeks to address this issue by classifying loop

structure and developing a nomenclature to describe their conformations.

The sequence to structure correlation found in this study was then

incorporated into a program that proposes reasonable loop conformations

given the local sequence and distance constraints. The second part explores

possible applications of homology-built structures. Models of a cysteine and

serine proteases were used in conjunction with DOCK to find novel non

peptidic inhibitors. These compounds are being analoged as possible

therapeutics for malaria and schistosomiasis.
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The first example where a three dimensional structure of a biomolecule led to

functional insight is the double helical structure of DNA (deoxyribonucleic

acid). Before the structure was modeled by James Watson and Francis Crick,

no satisfactory mechanism could be proposed for DNA self replication. Using

the structure to unify the available chemical information, their hypothesis

paved the way to understanding gene function and was the beginning of

molecular biology.

In contrast, the solution of the first protein structure provoked more

confusion than insight. Whereas the DNA structure provided a logical

connection between DNA bases and the resulting structure, the structure of

myoglobin appeared almost random to John Kendrew and his co-workers (3):

"Perhaps the most remarkable features of the molecule are its complexity and

lack of symmetry. The arrangement seems to be almost totally lacking in the

kind of regularities which one instinctively anticipates." Max Perutz was

even more blunt, remarking (4): "Could the search for the ultimate truth

really have revealed so hideous and visceral looking an object?"

Some 30 years and about 300 structures later, the complexities of protein

structure is better appreciated. Different levels of protein organization from

secondary structure to domains have been described and characterized. The

recognition of common structural motifs has led to their classification based

on taxonomic principles (5). In addition, the forces that govern protein

folding, such as packing and the hydrophobic effect, are better understood (6).

But despite progress in these areas, Perutz's "ultimate truth" remains elusive.



Nevertheless, the seminal experiments by Christian Anfinsen and co-workers

in 1961 strongly suggests that it is at least theoretically possible to translate a

protein's amino acid sequence into its tertiary structure (5). Originally shown

with ribonuclease but now repeated for many enzymes, denatured proteins

can refold with no loss of enzymatic activity. This implies that all the

information necessary to form the folded structure is somehow encoded in

the protein's amino acid sequence. Consequently, efforts to develop structure

prediction methodologies continue in many laboratories.

In addition to the intellectual challenge of the protein folding problem, there

are practical considerations that provide impetus for the development of

structure prediction schemes. Because considerable delays can exist between
22

determining a protein sequence and deducing its three dimensional structure, ■ º
structure determination simply cannot keep pace with sequence º: 2

ºdetermination.
…e.

º*º º 5
Many factors can result in delays in structure determination. Problems often

arise in expression and purification of the protein of interest. Once enough

protein is in hand for crystallization trials, suitable crystals must be grown.

This step can be extremely fickle and conditions must be worked out on a trial

and error basis for each protein. In addition, deducing phase information

from measured intensity data remains a challenge. While NMR spectroscopy

can be used to determine protein structure, it is still not readily amenable to

the average size protein (>150 residues). Despite additional labeling and

multidimensional spectra representation, the slow tumbling times of larger

proteins eventually leads to resonance peaks so broad that it becomes

uninterpretable.



Although the protein folding problem is not solved in the general case,

homology modeling can be used under special circumstances to successfully

predict the tertiary structure of a protein (8). This procedure works because

not much actual prediction is involved. Because structure is more conserved

than sequence, the known structure of a related protein is used as a scaffold

on to which the protein of interest is built. The requirement for the structure

of a related protein limits the applicability of this technique. However, as the

structural database continues to grow, it will be increasingly likely that a new

protein sequence will have homology to one of the already solved structures.

Dorit et al. have postulated that there may be a limited number of protein

folds (9). If true, homology modeling will become an increasingly common

method for structure prediction.
:

~,
~ 5

*The first part of this thesis focuses on the major problem of correctly
!-- *.3

determining loop conformations in homology modeling. Loop regions are C/ 2
º>especially difficult because this is where most insertions and deletions occur.

Even in cases where the loop length is conserved, conformations are not

necessarily constant across the members of the same protein family.

Chapter 2 is a taxonomic description of loops in proteins. While other

protein structural elements have been well characterized like alpha helices

and beta strands, loops have often been labeled as random coil. This chapter

proposes a morphological description of loop structure based on their
structural attributes. For a more detailed description, an alpha carbon based

structural alphabet is introduced.



Chapter 3 builds upon the work of chapter 2 by introducing a method for

generating reasonable conformations for a loop from an analysis of the local

sequence and the protein context. This method uses genetic algorithms to

generate the initial loop conformations. The loops are then "tweaked' to

meet the distance constraints created by the conserved elements of the
structural framework.

The second part of this thesis addresses the applicability of homology built

model structures to the problem of structure based drug design. Drug

discovery and licensing remains a long and expensive process and

computational strategies have been used to try and mitigate these

circumstances. While high resolution x-ray structures have been combined

with computational screens to generate novel lead compounds, model built

structures have yet to be tried. Chapter 4 illustrates the model building

process and chapter 5 describe the drug design efforts on two proteases that are

important enzymes in the schistosome and malarial life cycles.

Because all the chapters with the exception of this one are either already

published (#'s 2, 4 & 5) or will be submitted for publication (#3), each chapter
is self-contained.

...?
* -X-*_*:;
º: 3
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CHAPTER 2

Taxonomy and Conformational Analysis of Loops In Proteins

This chapter has been published with co-authors Donald G. Kneller, Robert Langridge and
Fred Cohen in the Journal of Molecular Biology, volume 224, pages 685-699, 1992.



ABSTRACT

We propose a general classification scheme for loops, aperiodic segments of

protein structure. In an effort to avoid the geometric complexity created by

non-repeating () \, angles, a morphologic definition that focuses upon the

linearity and planarity of loops is utilized. Out of 432 loops (4-20 residues in

length) extracted from 67 proteins, 205 are classified as linear (straps), 133 as

non-linear and planar (omegas), and 86 as non-linear and non-planar (zetas).

The remaining 8 are classified as compound loops because they contain a

combination of strap, Q, and (, morphologies. We introduce a structural

alphabet as a shorthand notation for describing local conformation. The

symbols of this alphabet are based on the virtual dihedral angle joining four

consecutive alpha carbons. The notation is used to provide a compact

description of loop motifs in phosphate binding and calcium binding

proteins. Since similar loop conformations form similar "words", the

structural sequence facilitates the search for common structural motifs in a

family of loops. Contrary to the view of loops as "random coils", we find

loops to have positional preferences for amino acid residues analogous to

those previously described for 3-turns.



INTRODUCTION

Pauling and co-workers (1951a,b) correctly postulated that two periodic

structures, O-helices and 3-sheets, would be common features in protein

structures. The regular nature of these secondary structure elements has

facilitated the analysis of sequence preferences, termination signals, and

packing arrangements. In contrast, loops, the connections between secondary

structures, form aperiodic structures. The non-repeating () u■ angles lead to

highly variable local conformations. The conformational diversity of loops

coupled with the wide distribution in their chain length has complicated a

comprehensive analysis of loop structures.

...?
The best characterized aperiodic structures are short and geometrically well

:

defined. Examples include the three residue Y turns (Rose, 1985; Milner º:- 3
ºWhite, 1988) and the four residue 3-turns (Venkatachalam, 1968; Lewis et al.
º •

1973; Rose et al., 1985; Richardson, 1981; Wilmot & Thornton, 1988; Wilmot &
:*

3
: -- -

Thornton, 1990). Gamma turns have been classified into "inverse" and

"classic" categories based on differences in the backbone torsion angles of the

second residue (Rose et al., 1985). Venkatachalam classified 3-turns into three

categories based on a study of the hydrogen bond between the carbonyl

oxygen of the first residue and the backbone nitrogen of the last residue.

Lewis et al. (1973) broadened Venkatachalam's original specification of 3

turns by introducing more geometric freedom into the hydrogen bond
definition. Four residues were defined as a fl-turn if the distance between the

first and fourth alpha carbons were less than 7 Å. Alpha-helices were
excluded explicitly. Using backbone dihedral geometry, Richardson (1981)

reclassified B-turns into seven commonly accepted categories (I, I, II, II, VIa,

9



VIb, and IV). Recently, Wilmot and Thornton (1990) have proposed an

expanded classification that includes 16 categories. This follows from a

shorthand notation for the backbone dihedral angles of the second and third

residues in the 3-turn.

Several efforts have been directed at understanding the conformations of

longer loops. Chothia et al. (1989) have characterized canonical hypervariable

loops in the immunoglobulin variable light and variable heavy chain
domains. Edwards et al. (1987) and later Rice et al. (1990) and Colloc'h and

Cohen (1991) have studied the loops that join o-helices to 3-strands in o■■

proteins. Leszczynski and Rose (1986) have examined Q loops, irregular

segments of chain where sequentially distant N and C-terminal residues are

spatially proximal. Unfortunately, these loops compose only a fraction of all *
the loops observed in globular proteins. Little or no categorization exists for º
the majority of loops that are often termed "random coil" for the lack of a º:
better description. Unger et al. (1989) and Rooman et al. (1990) have addressed º:3

tº-:this problem by attempting to collect a common set of protein substructures.

Since the number of relevant substructures exceeds 50, a simple picture of

loop organization has yet to appear from their efforts.

We propose a simple unifying classification scheme that includes previously

described loop classes as well as those examples not yet classified. This

scheme is based on a systematic study of loops between 4 and 20 residues in

length. Using geometric arguments, we divide loops into three main classes:

strap loops, Q loops, and (; loops. Compound loops represent a fourth class

that is composed of two or more elements from the main classes. We also

introduce a structural alphabet based on virtual bond dihedral angles that

10



conveniently describes local conformations. With this notation, the

conformations of similar functional loops are easily compared. This

classification scheme, in conjunction with the structural sequences, provides

the vocabulary necessary for a concise description of aperiodic loop structures.

From an examination of the correlation between the amino acid sequence

and the corresponding structural alphabet sequence, we find that loops have

positional preferences of amino acids analogous to those found in B-turns.

1 1



METHODS

a) loop data set

Our protein data set consists of 67 high resolution (<2.5 A ) structures with

low sequence homology (<50% sequence identity). Smith and Smith's (1990)

sequence alignment program PIMA is used to determine the level of
similarity between proteins. In the case of identical subunits, only one of the
subunits is considered. In the case of non-identical subunits, each is treated

separately. The Protein Data Bank designations for the proteins studied are
listed in Table 1 (Bernstein et al., 1977).

Loops are defined as the connection between two adjacent periodic secondary
structural elements, o-helices and B-sheets. Secondary structure is

automatically assigned using Richards and Kundrot's (1988) DEFINE

program. Although DEFINE also identifies a subset of loops, B-turns and Q
loops (as specified by Leszczynski and Rose (1986)), the program is only used

to identify secondary structure and our more general definition of loops is

employed. All putative loops are visually screened in the context of the
protein for “missed” secondary structure, especially B-strands. Thirty nine
putative loops are deleted from the set if they were designated as a strand by
the PDB author's record or if the majority of this structure hydrogen bonds

with a DEFINE assigned 3-strand. From this remaining data base, 432 loops

with lengths between 4 and 20 residues are extracted. This constitutes our

loop data set for further analysis.

1 2



TABLE 1
The loop data set proteins

PDB A protein reference
1ack 2.0 actinoxanthin Pletnev and Kuzin (private

communications)
1alc 1.7 alpha lactalbumin Acharya et al. (1989)
1bp2 1.7 phospholipase Dijkstra et al. (1981)
1ctf 1.7 50 S ribosomal protein Leijonmarck and Liljas (1987)
1gcr 1.6 gamma crystallin Slingsby et al. ( private

communications)
1hne 1.84 human neutrophil elastase Navia et al. (1989)
1hoe 2.0 alpha amylase inhibitor Pflugrath et al. (1986)
1mbd 1.4 myoglobin Phillips (1980)
1pcy 1.6 plastocyanin Guss and Freeman (1983)
1 phh 2.3 hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase Schreuder et al. (1988)
1ppt 1.37 avian pancreatic polypeptide Blundell et al. (1981)
1pre 2.3 photosynthetic reaction center Miki et al. (1989)
1rhd 2.5 rhodanese Ploegman et al. (1978)
1sn3 1.8 scorpion neurotoxin Almassy et al. (1983)
1 tim 2.5 triose phosphate isomerase Banner et al. (1976)
1ubq 1.8 ubiquitin Vijay-Kumar et al. (1987)
2abx 2.5 alpha bungarotoxin Love and Stroud (1986)
2act 1.7 actinidin Baker and Dodson (1980)
2app 1.8 acid proteinase, penicillopepsin James and Sielecki (1983)
2apr 1.8 acid proteinase, rhizopuspepsin Suguna et al. (1987)
2aza 1.8 azurin (oxidized) Baker (1988)
2cab 2.0 carbonic anhydrase Kannan et al. (private

communications)
2ccy 1.67 cytochrome c (prime) Finzel et al. (1985)
2cdv 1.8 cytochrome c3 Higuchi et al. (1984)
2ci2 2.0 chymotrypsin inhibitor McPhalen and James (1987)
2cpp. 1.63 cytochrome p450 Poulos et al. (1987)
2cpv 1.85 calcium binding parvalbumin B Kumar et al. (1990)
2cts 2.0 citrate synthase Remington et al. (1982)
2cyp 1.7 cytochrome c peroxidase Finzel et al. (1984)
2fb4 1.9 human myeloma patient kol Marquart et al. (1980)

Seru In

2gns 2.3 gene 5 dma binding protein Brayer and McPherson (1983)
2hhb 1.74 deoxy-hemoglobin Fermi et al. (1984)
2liv 2.4 leucine/isoleucine/valine/ Sack et al. (1989)

binding protein
21zm 1.7 lysozyme Weaver and Matthews (1987)
2mhr 1.7 myohemerythrin Sheriff et al. (1987)

1 3



TABLE 1 (cont.)

PDB A protein reference
2pab 1.8 prealbumin Blake et al. (1978)
2paz 2.0 pseudoazurin Adman et al. (1989)
2pfk 2.4 phosphofructokinase Rypniewski and Evans (1989)
2sec 1.8 subtilisin carlsberg McPhalen and James (1988)
2sga 1.5 proteinase A Moult et al. (1985)
2sns 1.5 staphylococcal nuclease Legg (1977)
2sod 2.0 superoxide dismutase Tainer et al. (1982)
2stv 2.5 coat protein of satellite tobacco Liljas and Strandberg (1984)

necrosis virus

3adk 2.1 adenylate kinase Dreusicke et al. (1988)
3cln 2.2 calmodulin Babu et al. (1988)
3ebx 1.4 erabutoxin Smith et al. (1988)
3est 1.65 native elastase Meyer et al. (1988)
3gap 2.5 catabolite gene activator protein Weber and Steitz (1987)
3grs 1.54 glutathione reductase Karplus and Schulz (1987)
3icb 2.3 calcium binding protein Szebenyi and Moffat (1986)
3tln 1.6 thermolysin Holmes and Matthews (1982)
451c 1.6 cytochrome c 551 (reduced) Matsuura et al. (1982)
4dfr 1.7 dihydrofolate reductase Bolin et al. (1982)
4fd1 1.9 ferredoxin Stout (1989)
4fxn 1.8 flavodoxin Smith et al. (1977)
4mdh 2.5 cytoplasmic malate Birktoft et al. (1989)

dehydrogenase
4pti 1.5 trypsin inhibitor Marquart et al. (1983)
5cpa 1.54 carboxypeptidase A Rees et al. (1983)
5cyt 1.5 cytochrome c (reduced) Takano (1984)
6ldh 2.0 lactate dehydrogenase Abad-Zapatero et al. (1987)
7rsa 1.26 ribonuclease A Wlodawer et al. (1988)
8adh 2.4 apo-liver alcohol dehydrogenase Eklund et al. (1986)
8cat 2.5 catalase Fita and Rossmann (1985)
9pap 1.65 papain Kamphuis et al. (1984)

→2
ºº

3º**
º:**- - -*.
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b) linearity and flatness

For each loop in the data set, we determine the principal axes of the alpha

carbon backbone by computing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the

inertia tensor. The resulting eigenvectors are the principal axes of rotation.

Each loop is transformed so that its principal axes lie along the x-, y-, and z

axis, with x corresponding to the smallest and z corresponding to the largest

eigenvalues. (The smallest eigenvalue corresponds to the axis with the

largest extent.)

We define the extent in the x direction, Ex, as the average absolute distance of

the loop alpha carbons from the yz-plane:

1 N
Ex = R. X. lxi.

i–1

N is the number of residues in the loop. Similarly, Ey is the average absolute
distance from the xz-plane and Ez is the average absolute distance from the

xy-plane. By the choice of our principal axes, Ex2 Ey 2 Ez.

Linearity is defined as the ratio of Ey to Ex. The linearity ratio ranges from 0
to 1, with 0 corresponding to a straight line and 1 describing an object that has

identical extent along its two axes of greatest extent (i.e. circle or oblate

spheroid). Flatness is defined as:

W2 E,
2 2W E. : Ey

It varies from a value of 0 for a plane to 1 for a sphere.

15



Leszczynski and Rose (1986) previously developed a measure of flatness based

on the eigenvalues (Ai, A1 < A2 s A3) of the inertia tensor for an all atom

representation of the chain. Their flatness measure, which we will call LR

~\ ■ º
W1

This ratio can range from 1 (sphere) to co (line). As shown by Kneller (1988),

flatness, is:

the problem with this ratio is that it is difficult to correlate with the geometric
notion of flatness. For example, an oblate spheroid (i.e. a pancake) with A1 =

A2 < X3 can be as LR-flat as a prolate spheroid (i.e. a sausage) with A1 < A2 =
A3. Furthermore, geometrically flat objects may not result in the same value

of LR-flatness since there is no unique value of flatness in this ratio. This is

illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the distribution of LR-flatness values

calculated for the alpha carbons of 127 three residue loops. Since three points

define a plane, these loops are geometrically flat by definition. Yet, a

distribution of LR-flatness values are seen for these geometrically flat objects.

Leszczynski and Rose compared the average LR-flatness for proteins, 1.77+

0.66, with that for loops, 2.17+ 0.51, to conclude that loops are as globular as

proteins. As demonstrated in Figure 1, geometrically flat objects can also

have these values. Hence, the Leszczynski and Rose measure seems ill suited

for determining the flatness or globularity of loops.

1 6



4 O

2.17+0.51: Leszczynski and Rose's average
value calculated for loops3 0

1.77+0.66: Leszczynski and Rose's average
value calculated for proteins

_-T
L-HT

2 O

1 O

HHID--
0-rrrrrr HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-H+r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ROSES MEASURE OF FLATNESS

Figure 1 The distribution of Leszczynski and Rose's flatness value for
three residue loops. Since three points define a plane, all these values
describe flat structures. Leszczynski and Rose used the average value of
flatness for proteins and loops to argue that loops were as globular as proteins.
Because there are no unique value of flatness with this measure, it is
impossible to judge the flatness or globularity of an object based solely on this
value.
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c) structural sequence

We have developed a structural sequence as a shorthand notation to

represent the conformations of tetrapeptides. By analogy to the dihedral

angle formed by four atoms linked by chemical bonds, the virtual bond

dihedral angle (t) is the angle formed by four consecutive alpha carbons
linked by virtual bonds (Coi-2, Coi-1, Coi, and Coit 1). Coincidentally, the

common shapes of these consecutive virtual bonds resemble four letters of

the alphabet: J, L, U, and Z (see Figure 2A). The possible dihedral angles can

be divided into four equal regions carrying these labels. With the angular

boundaries listed below, it is possible to separate the common tetrapeptide
conformers.

U (285°) -75° 3 t < 15°

L: 15° 3 t < 105°

Z: 105° 3 t < 195°

J: 195°s t < 285° (-75°)

The conformation of a loop can be described as a series of U, L, Z, and J's

corresponding to the conformations of partially overlapping tetrapeptides.

º:-->1:*2-2
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Figure 2 A) The definition and illustration of the structural alphabet.
The alphabets, J, L, U, and Z, were chosen as mnemonic device for their
respective conformations. B) The histogram shows the distribution of virtual
dihedral values seen in loops. The same histogram for proteins shows a
pronounced peak at approximately 50° corresponding to helices and a more
broad peak at approximately 220° corresponding to strands.
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c) analysis of periodic features in loops

Fourier analysis is the classic strategy for identifying periodic elements in a

complex data set. The short length of loops complicates this analysis.

Cornette et al. (1987) have suggested a least-squares fit procedure to

ameliorate this problem. The results of the two methods converge for longer

sequences. The hydrophobicity profiles of loops are examined for periodic

features using the Eisenberg consensus hydrophobicity scale (1984). The

hydrophobic profile is compared with a test sequence of known periodicity,

typically (A cos (k0) + B sin (k0)} where 0 is frequency and 21:/k is the period.

Least-squares analysis involves estimating the frequency and period of the

given sequence and optimizing A, B, and C to produce the best fit of (C + A

cos (k0) + B sin (k0)} to the sequence hydrophobicity profiles. A FORTRAN £32

program written by Cornette et al. (1987) is used to calculate power spectra for º: 5
º,

the strap, Q, and (; loop categories.

e) determining the level of significance >

Wilmot and Thornton (1988) have defined a statistical measure for the

positional preferences of amino acids in B-turns. Using this statistical

approach, we define the amino acid preferences at the four positions (i, i41,

i+2, i+3 ) of each element in the structural alphabet (J, L, U, Z). If there were

no preferences, the probability of finding a particular amino acid, px, is:

# of amino acid X observed in loop data set
total # of amino acids in the loop data set

21



The sum of the probabilities for all 20 amino acids is 1. Using position i of

structural alphabet J as an example, the expected number (H) of alanines at i,

is simply np, where n is the number of J's observed in the data set and p is

the probability of finding alanine in loops. The expected values for the amino

acids are normalized to the compositions found in our loop data set instead of

proteins as a whole to avoid a bias toward common loop residues (e.g. serine,

glycine).

If we assume a binomial distribution, the standard deviation, o, is W mpg ,

where n and p are as before and q equals 1- p. The significance factor, d (Z-

score), is defined as ** , where x is the number of times that a particular

amino acid is observed at position i. The probability that the observed value,

x, is due to the random scattering about the expected value, H, is twice the

integral of f(x) with respect to x from d to co, where:

-, *

f(x) = + -: (**)e
2■ to

Three values are given for reference:
5% |d | > 1.97

1% |d | >2.57

0.1% |d | > 3.30

As an example, Id 21.97 corresponds to a 5% probability that the number

observed is part of the expected distribution, or a 95% confidence level that

this observed value is significant.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION

a) loop classification

Loops are examined with the molecular display software MidasPlus (Ferrin et

al., 1988) on a Silicon Graphics Personal Iris 4D/25G. The results of our visual

examination are contrary to the conclusions of Lezczynski and Rose (1986).

Although some loops appeared as globular as proteins, most loops, especially

their backbones, appear planar. Inspection of the planar loops reveal two

different morphologies. One set contains linear, extended structures while

the other contains non-linear and compact structures. When the loops are re

examined, they seem to fall into a natural morphological classification. Loops

are generally either linear, non-linear but still flat, or globular.

We have defined linearity and flatness to quantify our observations. Figure

3a shows the linearity of all loops in the data set. The histogram of this data

suggests two different populations. Based on this data, 0.5 was chosen as the

initial cutoff. Loops with linearity less than or equal to 0.5 are designated as

linear and the remaining loops are designated non-linear. Upon re

examination in the context of their designated assignments, the loops

conform well with our visual expectations for linearity. Figure 4a shows the

flatness values for the loop data set. Those loops in the non-linear category

are designated flat if they had flatness values less than 0.4 and are designated

globular otherwise. The cutoff value of 0.4 is chosen because almost all the

linear, strap loops have flatness measures less than this value (Figure 4b).

Our measures of linearity and flatness are continuous variables. Thus, it is

not surprising that the loops with linearity and flatness values near the

3.
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Figure 3 A histogram of linearity of the loop data set as a whole and the
corresponding histograms once the loops are divided into linear and non
linear categories.
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Figure 4 A histogram of flatness of the loop data set as a whole and the
three main loop classes. For comparison, the average flatness for the proteins
(alpha carbons backbone) in the data set is 0.628 + 0.130.
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cutoffs display intermediate morphologies. The decision to choose 0.5 and 0.4

is somewhat arbitrary but their exact values do not markedly affect our

results. The classification of the loops using these quantitative measures into

linear, non-linear but still flat, or globular categories agrees with our initial

visual assignments. We have also repeated our calculations using an all

atom representation instead of just the alpha carbon backbone. Although the

results are shifted toward slightly higher values, they do not change our
classification scheme or the conclusions of this work.

A morphological loop classification scheme is presented in Figure 5. This

"loop taxonomy" presents a simple picture of aperiodic protein substructures.

Re-examination of the loops in their geometric classifications reveal that

most loops within each of the three main classes share a similar general *
morphology. We view the idealized representation of these morphologies as º:
the basic building blocks of loop structures. The few that do not follow this

º

generalization are found to contain more than one of these building blocks. º
s>As a result, we designate simple loops as those that contain only one of these

main components and compound loops as those that contain any

combinations of simple loops.

Simple loops are subdivided into linear and non-linear categories. The linear

loops, or straps, are irregular extended structures. The term "straps" is
borrowed from Richardson and Richardson (1989) who used it to describe

general connections between secondary structure elements. The non-linear

loops are further subdivided into flat and globular categories. Omega loops

are non-linear, flat loops which look like the Greek letter omega (Q). Our Q

loops are a subset of Leszczynski and Rose's Q loops. Their definition relied
27
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SINAPLE CONMPOUND
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Strap loops

NOnlinear

Flat Globular

Omega loops Zeta loops

Figure 5 The loop taxonomy based on the linearity and flatness of the
geometric parameters. Loops can be viewed in terms of three main structural
components which form simple loops. Combinations of these components
result in compound loops.
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on the close proximity of the segment's termini and this includes most loops

in our Q and G categories. The (, loops are the non-linear globular loops so

called because their alpha carbon backbones appear twisted like the Greek

letter zeta (Q). Zeta loops often contain a screw-like twist, reminiscent of an

irregular turn of a helix. This creates a significant deviation of the loop from

the planar approximation. Examples of these structural categories are

illustrated in Figure 6. Structurally more complicated loops are deconvoluted

and are viewed as combinations of strap, Q, and (; loops. Figure 7 shows a

compound loop from the coat protein of the satellite tobacco necrosis virus

(2stv). The loop can be described as a combination of a strap and an Q loop.

º
:

tº V :
º ~ 2º
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Figure 6 Examples of the alpha carbon backbone of the three main loop
classes and their respective structural alphabets. a) A strap loop with the
structural alphabet J2JJL. b) An omega loop with the structural alphabet
LJLLJZ, c) A zeta loop with the structural alphabet LLULLLZ. The extracted
loops are from glutathione reductase (3grs: 317-324), human neutraphil
elastase (1hne: 70E-78E), and photosynthetic reaction center (1pre: 248L-257L))
respectively.
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Figure 7 An example of a compound loop. The 19 residue loop from the
coat protein of the satellite tobacco necrosis virus (2stv: 97-115) connects a
strand to a helix and can be thought of as a strap loop followed by an omega
loop.
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b) structural sequences

The lack of a simple conformational description of loops has hindered an
analysis of their structures. Unlike helices and strands that are associated

with a single consensus structure, the aperiodic nature of loops provides a

wide range of possible conformations. Although classifying a loop as a strap,

Q, or (, , can be the first step in a complete description, the idealized

representations can only present a low resolution picture of the loop

structure. For most purposes, more detailed structural information is

necessary.

While computer graphics provides a detailed structural perspective, the

visual images are qualitative and this approach is not convenient when

many loops are being considered. Backbone dihedral angles (@, v, Go) provide

a more quantitative specifications of the three dimensional conformation.

However, it is difficult to anticipate the impact of variations in torsion angles

on the overall structure. Presenting the backbone dihedral angles on a

Ramachandran map can sometimes be helpful for shorter loops but these

representations are much too complicated for longer loops. A convenient

method that easily conveys conformational information is desirable.

As we described earlier, tetrapeptide conformations can be represented in a
four letter code: J, L, U, or Z. For instance, all fl-turns are classified into three

categories, J, L, and U, in our simplified representation. The Z conformer is

not observed in a 3-turn because of its extended conformation. In general,

types I and I' B-turns are L conformers while types II and II' as well as types
VIa and VIb B-turns are U conformers. The miscellaneous category IV tends

ºº..?
---

º3º
- -

wº
-
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to be J's. The structure of longer loops are specified as a series of J, L, U, and

Z's that describe the conformations of the partially overlapping tetrapeptides.

With practice, structural sequences are easily translated into loop structures
and vice versa. For n amino acid residues, there should be a structural

sequence of length n-3 that describes the loop's conformation. The

structural sequence representation for sample structures from each of the

three classes are also shown in Figure 6.

The structural sequence composition of the different loop classes is given in

Table 2. Not surprisingly, the most populated conformers, L and J, are also

the conformers that coincide with the helical and extended geometries

found in regular secondary structures. The compositions of the structural

sequences are also indicative of a particular loop class. Strap loops have a

greater preference for tetrapeptides with extended conformations (Z and J)

while the Q and (, loops have a greater preference for more compact or helical
conformations (L and U).

TABLE 2
Structural alphabet composition of the loop classes

# of loops | # of % composition of tetramers
LOOP CLASS lin dataset tetramers J L U Z

strap loops 205 985 36.9 28.4 11.5 23.3
omega loops 133 561 30.8 38.2 13.0 18.0
zeta loops 86 479 25.3 43.8 14.6 16.3

** eight loops in the dataset were classified as compound loops since they
could be best described as a combinations of the three main loop classes.
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The structural sequence also presents a convenient method for comparing

loop structures. The traditional approach for comparing protein

substructures involves calculating the root mean square deviation of atomic

positions of two optimally superimposed structures. When comparing loop

structures, the similarity between any two loops is reduced to a single

number. If the loops share a common motif in only part of their structures,

the calculated rms deviation will not necessarily reflect this similarity. By

contrast, the structural sequence breaks down structures into tetrapeptide

units. In this notation, similar conformations form similar "words".

Whole loop "words" can either be matched in their entirety or they can be

sub-matched within longer loop "words". In this way, a common motif can

be easily recognized in a family of structures. In addition, longer structural

sequences can be compared by exploiting algorithms and software already

developed for DNA and protein sequence comparisons.

We utilize the structural sequences to describe in detail the conformations

of two loop motifs identified previously: calcium binding loops, or EF-hands

(Richardson and Richardson, 1988) and phosphate binding loops, or p-loops

(Saraste et al., 1990). The p-loops are (, loops, and three examples given by
Saraste et al. for which coordinates exists in the PDB follow the same

structural motif, LZJZ. On the other hand, examination of the EF-hands

specified by Richardson and Richardson (1988) suggests that there are two

related conformers. As shown in Figure 8, the calcium binding loops are Q

loops and follow the same structural motif with the exception of the first EF

hand found in the calcium binding protein from bovine intestine, 3icb1

(colored blue). The structural sequence of 3icb1 is ULJL instead of the

consensus J2jL. Calculating the rms deviation of the alpha carbon backbone

-- º
**s :
º 3
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supports this differentiation (Table 3). The mean rms deviation of 3icb1 is

2.170 + 0.124 Å from the rest of the members of this family. The mean rms
deviation amongst the rest of the loops excluding 3icb1 is 0.378 + 0.207 Å. A
similar type of analysis of the immunoglobulins may aid in the classification
of the canonical loop structures (Chothia et al., 1989).
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Figure 8 A) Alpha carbon backbones of calcium binding EF-hands
superimposed. Pictured are : 4 loops from calmodulin (3cln: 21-27, 57-63, 94
100, and 130-136), 2 loops from parvalbumin (4cpv:52-58 and 91-97), 2 loops
from calcium binding protein (3icb:16-22 and 55-61) and four loops from
troponin (5tnc: 31-37, 67-73, 107-113, and 143-149). The consensus structural
sequence is J2jL while 3icb1 is ULJL.

B) Alpha carbon backbones of phosphate binding loops superimposed.
Pictured are: adenylate kinase (3adk: 15-22), elongation factor TU (1etu: 19
25), and p21 protein (2p21:11-17). The consensus structural sequence is LZJZ.
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rims,deviation(A)amongthecalciumbindingloops

TABLE
3

3cln1|3cln2|3cln3|3cln4|3icb1|3icb2|4cpv1|4cpv2|5tnc1
||

5tnc2
||

5tnc3
||

5tnc4
3cln1|0.000.270.240.422.260.150.230.250.370.790.130.25 3cln2

||
0.270.000.390.342.060.250.270.120.470.730.270.21 3cln3|0.240.390.000.492.34|0.200.270.360.400.910.190.31 3cln4|0.420.340.490.002.020.390.440.280.450.690.380.24 3icb112.262.062.342.020.002.232.222.072.301.982.262.13 3icb2|0.150.250.200.392.230.000.210.260.390.780.130.24 4cpv1|0.230.270.270.442.220.210.000.280.420.840.190.28 4cpv2|0.250.120.360.282.070.260.280.000.430.710.250.13 5tnc1

||
0.370.470.400.452.300.390.420.430.000.710.350.33 5tnc2|0.790.730.910.691.980.780.840.710.710.000.830.70 5tnc3

||
0.130.270.190.382.260.130.190.250.350.830.000.22 5tnc4|0.250.210.310.242.130.240.280.130.330.700.220.00

*NººJºjºººv
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C) periodicity of hydrophobic residues

Alpha-helices and B-strands display characteristic hydrophobic periodicities of

3.6 and 2 respectively. We wish to see if strap, Q and (; loops also display

periodic behavior. Using the Eisenberg consensus hydrophobicity scale

(1984), each loop's amino acid sequence is converted into a sequence of

hydrophobicities. These are examined for periodic features using the method

of Cornette et al. (1987). Power spectra for the three loop classes are shown in

Figure 9. Lower frequencies are deleted in an effort to minimize noise. This

seems justified since frequencies below 20 cycles/residue correspond to a

periodicity greater than the longest loop length in the data set. Strap and Ç

loops display some characteristic periodicities. Although the periodicities of

these loops are not robust enough to predict loop class based on sequence

alone, they corroborate some visual observations. The strap loop power

spectrum contains a peak that corresponds to a periodic feature of 2.7

residues/cycle. We believe that this may be due to an averaging of the B

strand-like and B-bulge-like structures that are prevalent in strap loops.

There is also a much smaller peak corresponding to a periodic feature every

4.2 residues/cycle. In some cases, this represents some "loose o-helical coils"

which at longer lengths contributes to a linear structure. This 4.2

residues/cycle peak is the dominant feature in the Q loop power spectrum.

Since (, loops often contain one or more loose helical regions, the 4.2 residues

repeat may reflect an unraveling of the 3.6 residue repeat seen in O-helices.

There are no significant peaks observed for Q loops. This may be due to the

observation that hydrophobic residues are often found at the ends of the Q

loops anchoring the loop to the rest of the protein. Since this periodicity

spans the length of the loop, it will not be evident in the power spectrum.
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The power spectra for strap, omega and zeta loops. The strap
loops show a peak at 130 cycles/residue corresponding to a periodicity of 2.7
residues/cycle and the zeta loops show a broad peak at 83 cycles/residue
corresponding to a periodicity of 4.3 residues/cycle. No significant peak is
observed for omega loops.
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D) amino acid positional preferences

We have examined the amino acids in each of the four positions (i, i+1, i+2,

i+3) in the structural sequences for possible positional preferences. Loops

with lengths greater than four residues are considered as a series of

overlapping tetrapeptides. The results are shown in Figure 10. Not

surprisingly, glycine and proline exhibit the most positional preference. In

general, the L conformer contains many of the same positional preferences

seen by Wilmot and Thornton (1988) for type I B-turns. Both display a strong

preferences for proline, glutamic acid and serine at i+1 and glycine at both i+2

and i+3. The main differences seem to be in position i. Although strong

preferences for asparagine, aspartic acid, and serine are seen for type I turns,

they were absent in the L's. These amino acids are thought to be preferred in

type I turns because they readily form hydrogen bonds with the backbone

nitrogen of i+2. Presumably, the reason for this difference is that type I turns

are only a subset of the L conformers. While hydrogen bonding ability is

important for type I turns, it is not necessarily so for L's. A direct comparison

of our statistics with the Wilmot and Thornton results is complicated because

we use a different normalization procedure. We choose to normalize to the

amino acid composition found in loops, instead of proteins as a whole, to

avoid bias toward common loop residues.

The U conformer shares some of the characteristics of type II turns. Because

the () \, values in the left handed o-helical region are often necessary to

accommodate an abrupt reversal of the chain direction, there is an

overwhelming preference for glycine at i+2. A striking difference between

type II turns and U's is shown in the preference for proline. In type II turns,
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proline is dominant at i+1 while in U's, proline is dominant at i but

disfavored at i+1. At both positions i+1 and i+2 little preference is seen for
one amino acid over others.

There are no known positional preferences with which structural alphabets J

and Z can be compared. The differences in the amino acid preferences for the

J, L, U, and Z conformers argue for some correlation between sequence and
structure. However, much more work is needed to uncover these

relationships.
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Figure 10 Statistical d values of the 20 amino acids for the four structural
alphabets. The positional preferences for structural alphabet J: A) i, B) i+1, C)
i+2, and D) i-3. The positional preferences for structural alphabet L: E) i, F)
i+1, G) i-2, and H) i-3. The positional preferences for structural alphabet U: I)
i, J) i+1, K) i-2, and L) i-3. The positional preferences for structural alphabet
Z: M) i, N) i-F1, O) i+2, and P) i+3.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although regular structures are adequately described as being either helical or

extended, there is no simple analogy that describes the aperiodic nature of

loop conformations. The non-repeating values of q \, angles produce a

continuum of possible local conformations from helical to fully extended.

This diversity of possible structures, especially for longer loops, concomitant

with a lack of an adequate method for their description are responsible for

references to loops as "random coils".

In an effort to address this problem, we present a stratified picture of loop

organization. Geometric variables, linearity and flatness, define a natural

morphological classification for loop structures. The three main classes,

linear, non-linear and flat, and globular, have been named strap, Q, and Ç

loops respectively. The similar general morphologies shared by the members

of these classes may be viewed as the basic structural motifs of loop

conformations. Simple loops are those that contain only one of these

structural motifs while compound loops are constructed from combinations

of simple loops.

In addition to the general morphologic description owing to the strap, Q, or Ç

loop classification, detailed conformational information can be further

specified using the structural alphabet. The structural alphabet is a shorthand

notation for the virtual dihedral angle formed by four consecutive alpha

carbons. The three-dimensional structure of a loop is translated into a series

of J, L, U, and Z's that describe the conformations of partially overlapping
tetramerS.
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The reduction of the three dimensional structure into a one dimensional

string provides a convenient method for loop comparisons. Because similar
conformations form similar "words", consensus structural motifs can be

used to describe a family of functionally equivalent loops. Establishing

consensus structures for such functionally important loops as the calcium

binding EF hands and phosphate binding p-loops facilitates their study by

explicitly linking structure to function. Moreover, expanding this type of

analysis to families of homologous proteins may eventually extend the

canonical loop concept beyond immunoglobulins. Loops in homologous

families such as serine proteases may also form a limited number of

structures. By examining series of these homologous loops, key residues and

the interactions that determine aperiodic conformations may be elucidated.

The knowledge gained from studying loop conformations should be

applicable to macromolecular structure modeling projects. So far, homology

modeling, which uses a known structure as a scaffold to build the structure of

a homologous protein, is the most accurate method for protein structure

prediction. The secondary structure framework tends to be relatively well

conserved between homologous structures. Because loops are most often

sites of insertions and deletions, these are the least conserved elements and

the most difficult regions to model correctly. Strategies for modeling loops

will become increasingly important as more proteins become candidates for

homology modeling. Recent work by Dorit et al. (1990) and Bowie et al. (1991)

suggests that structure-based modeling may be extended to proteins that share

little sequence identity by correlating sequences with known folding motifs. If

the canonical loop concept can be extended beyond immunoglobulin
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structure, this, in principle, would allow predictions of loop conformations as

accurate as those achieved by Chothia et al. (1989) for hypervariable loops.

In the meantime, sequence preferences found for the structural alphabets may

be used as an additional filter for traditional loop building procedures. The

loop dictionary approach, which involves searching a database of known

structures that matches certain specified criteria such as the number of

residues and end-to-end distance, does not produce a unique solution (Jones

and Thirup, 1986). Neither does de novo generation which builds loop

structures by searching through possible f y combinations (Bruccoleri and

Karplus, 1987). Although energy calculations can help weed out unacceptable

solutions, choosing between acceptable alternatives is difficult. By translating

possible loop structures into structural sequences, positional amino acid

preferences of the tetrameric units may be used to rank these structures. The

likelihood of a particular loop structure could be defined as the product of the

likelihoods of the tetrameric component substructures. In this way, the most

likely structures will be those that are compatible with the observed amino

acid sequence of the loop.
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CHAPTER 3

Conformational Sampling of Loop Structures
Using Genetic Algorithms

This chapter will be submitted for publication.
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Abstract

BLoop, a method for generating plausible loop conformations for protein

models, is described. Conformations that are compatible with the local

sequence are generated by using the search mechanisms of genetics

algorithms to explore the possible combinations of tetrapeptide conformers.

Because the amino acid propensities that are used to judge the qualitiy of the

structures are derived from a data set of known protein structures, BLoop

reproduces many features of database loop searches. But unlike these

strategies that are limited by their contents, BLoop is capable of generating

novel conformations. The expected accuracy of the database and BLoop

methods for loop generation are compared on a set of loops as a function

residue length. .
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Introduction

Predicting a protein's tertiary structure based on analogy to a structure of a

related protein was first reported in 1969 when alpha-lactalbumin was

modeled based on the known structure of lysozyme (Browne et al., 1969).

Since then, other proteins, especially proteases, have been frequent targets for

modeling studies (Ring et al., 1993). An especially notable effort is that of

Akahane and co-workers (1985) who actually built a physical model of the

three-dimensional structure of renin based on penicillopepsin instead of a

computer generated one. Fortunately, recent advances in modeling tools and

the prevalence of graphics workstations have obviated the need for such
herculean tasks.

The principles of homology modeling have changed very little and modeling

the loop regions of the protein remains one of the more difficult steps in the

process. Because loops are often the sites of insertions and deletions, the

known structure cannot readily be used as a template. Even if the loop length

is conserved, this does not necessarily guarantee that its conformation is also
conserved (Greer, 1990).

Because protein substructures can be used as building blocks for other protein

structures (Jones & Thirup, 1986; Unger et al., 1989), the most common

method for modeling loops is some form of loop libraries (Kneller, 1988;

Chothia et al., 1987 & 1989). A loop library is essentially a set of known

protein structures, either in its entirety or just the loop regions, that serves as

dictionary of loop conformations. From this listing, putative loops are

chosen based on the numer of residues and its ability to link to the
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framework. While the conformation chosen is one that is found in proteins,
it has the disadvantage that no sequence information is used and that no

"new" conformation will ever be generated.

Another method for loop generations is the various strategies for

conformational search (Moult & James, 1986; Bruccoleri et al., 1987 & 1988).

Typically, all possible combinations of some set of torsional angles are

systematically enumerated for a given loop. For example, Moult & James

allows 11 pairs of phi-psi pairs and assumed standard geometry for the bond

lengths and bond angles to build the backbone conformation. Despite this

simplification, the number of structures still increases exponentially as 11”,
where n is the number of residues and computational tractability limits this

type of method to shorter loops (< 8 residues). Even when this approach is

applicable, discriminating between the "correct" structure from an ensemble
of structures remains a formidable task. While the conformation with the

lowest free energy should correspond to the "correct" structure, the lowest

energy structure do not often correspond to the lowest r.m.s.d. structure with

current energy functions (Bruccoleri et al., 1988). Consequently, these

methods are often not much better than database search strategies in finding

low r.m.s.d. structures for loop conformations (Greer, 1990).

We have combined features of both database and conformational search

strategies in BLoop. As previously described (Ring et al., 1992), loop

conformations can be represented by a series of overlapping tetrapeptides that

resemble 4 letters of the alphabet: J, L, U and Z. Because there are only four

degrees of freedom for every four residues, BLoop can easily handle longer

loops (>20 residues). The incorporation of the amino acid propensities for

.
*
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these structural alphabets ensures that the resulting conformations are

similar to those found in proteins. However, BLoop has the ability to

generate novel structures since conformational space is sampled by exploring

possible alphabet combinations.

%**
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Methods

a) structural alphabet

The structural alphabet and the amino acid preference at the 4 positions of

each alphabet have been previously described (Ring et al., 1992). Briefly, the

structural alphabet is a shorthand notation to represent the conformations of

tetrapeptides. By analogy to the dihedral angle formed by 4 atoms linked by

chemical bonds, the virtual bond dihedral angle (t) is the angle formed by 4

consecutive alpha carbons. The possible dihedral angles can be divided into 4

equal regions carrying these labels.
U: (285°) -75° 3 t < 15°

L: 15° 3 t < 105°

Z: 105° 3 t < 195°

J: 195°s t < 285° (-75°)

The conformation of a loop can be described as a series of U, L, Z, and J's

corresponding to the conformations of partially overlapping tetrapeptides.

b) amino acid probabilities for structural alphabets

Loops have been previously classified using a morphologic definition based

on the linearity and planarity of their structures (Ring et al., 1992). Loops are

either linear (straps), non-linear and planar (omegas), or non-linear and

globular (zetas). As a compromise between maximizing the available

information and insufficient statistics, the loops are only divided into linear

and non-linear categories. These loops are then partitioned into tetramers

and the frequencies of individual amino acids at each of the four positions (i,

i+1, i+2, i+3) for each of the structural alphabet are tabulated.

*: 3
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The small data set correction described by Berg and Hipple (1987) is used to

calculate the frequencies to avoid errors due to insufficient sampling. For

example, the frequency of alanines at position i of structural alphabet J is

f = (n+1)/(N+4), where n is the number of alanines found at position i of the

J substructure and N is the total number of alanines found at position i for all

four of the the tetrapeptide conformers (J, L, U, Z). In the limit when no

observations are made at position i for any structural alphabet, n = N = 0, the

frequency would be calculated as 0.25 and each of the four structural alphabets

are equally probable.

While the above simplification is justified when no observations are made,

the four tetrapeptide conformers do not occur with equal probabilities (Ring

et al., 1992). If the amino acid frequencies is used directly to predict structural

alphabets from sequence, it would only predict the most likely conformers (J's

& L’s) and never predict the rarer conformers (U's & Z's). Nevertheless, the

accuracy of tetramer predictions using the conditional probability that a

particular sequence adopts a particular structural alphabet, is about 46%.
However, if the resulting tetrameric probabilities are normalized to the mean

score of each alphabet in our loop data set, the accuracy slightly improves to
about 50%. But more importantly, each conformer is predicted with

approximately the same accuracy rate.

c) genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are optimization procedures that use the principles

of natural selection and genetics. The problem to be optimized must be

encoded as a string (gene) and a population of random strings are initially

generated. From this population pool, pairs of strings are chosen to mate

º2.
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(reproduction) and they exchange information (crossover) and recombine to

form two new strings. The probability of being chosen for reproduction is

directly dependent on the fitness of the string. In addition, mutations can

also occur at Some specified rate analogous to biological systems. After

several generations of fitness selection, strings at or near the optimal solution

arise (Goldberg, 1989).

(00) U-s—- L (0.1)

(10) J -—- Z (11)

Figure 1 The structural alphabets are represented by bits to better take
advantage of mutations in genetic algorithms. For example, the
loop conformation JZJL will be translated to 10111001

The appropriate encoding is often the most difficult problem with using

genetic algorithms. Fortunately, the structural alphabet representation of

loop structure is readily modified to work in the GA framework. Although

the structural alphabet could have been used directly as the "gene", the bit

representation was used to better incorporate the idea of mutations (figure 1).

Because their definition is based on the virtual dihedral angle, the structural

alphabets are more similar in structure to those sharing angle boundaries

than to the one structural alphabet that does not. Consequently, U's & Z's

and J's & L's are most structurally different. The bit representation of the

alphabets captures these features. While one mutation event is needed to

transform a given structural alphabet into either one of two similar ones, two

º
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mutation events would be necessary to transform a U to a Z or a J to an L and
vice versa.

The normalized conditional probability of a particular sequence adopting the

specified structural "word" is used as the scoring function in our

implementation of genetic algorithms. Because the scoring function is not

robust and only about 50% accurate, we have modified GA's so that it does

not converge to a particular solution. Instead, an additional criteria that tries

to maintain diversity in the population is used to generate a population of

structures that are all compatible with the given amino acid sequence.

Although the parameter can be user specified, 10 generations appears to work

well in our implementation.

An example of a GA run is shown in figure 2. This particular 8 residue loop

was chosen because the "best" structural alphabet. ULJLL, happens to

correspond to the correct conformation. Initially, 30 random strings are

generated that corresponds to random structural assignments. The fitness

scores which are based on the likelihood of the sequence adopting the series

of structural alphabets. The conditional probabilities for each tetramer are

multiplied by 10 in this example for convenience. In addition, the fitness

scores are scaled so that the best score in only 5X as large as the worst score.

This ensures greater sampling by avoiding the dominance of a few "good"

strings which defeats the idea of diverse population. In the initial generation

(#0), the best string has assigned 2 of the 5 tetrapeptide conformers correctly.

By generation 4, the best string has 3/5 and finally arrives at the correct

answer by generation 8. It is important to note that the fitness also increases
with each successive generation.

º
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STATISTICS from GENERATION O

Figure 2

"string" tetrapeptide normalized Ira W
conformers S COre SCO re

0 1 000 00001 LUUUL 0.000151 0. 000142
0 1 1 0 1 00100 LJJLU 0.000 364 0.000 368
1 1 00001100 ZUUZU 0.000025 0.000 008
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 000 LJ Z JU 0.000021 0. 000 004
11 1 00 0 1 001 Z JUJIL 0.0000 39 0.000 023
0 1 00111100 LUZZU 0.000029 0.000013
111111 1 0 1 0 ZZZ JJ 0.000 028 0.000 01.1
10 1 0 1 0 1 001 JJJJL 0.001 492 0.001563
11 1 0 1 0 1 110 ZJJZ J 0.0000 69 O. 000055
11110 00011 ZZUUZ 0.000054 0.000 O 39
0 1 001 1 0 1 11 LUZLZ 0.000244 0.000241
1 1 001 000 10 ZUUUU 0.000064 0.000049
11 1 00 0 1 000 ZUUUU 0.000 020 0 . 000003
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 LJZ J Z 0.0000 34 0.000018
1 0 1 1 001111 JZ UZZ 0.001140 0 . 001 191
10 0 1 1 000 10 JLJUJ 0.000 854 0.000 88.7
1 1 0 1 111 1 00 Z LZZU 0.000021 0. 000 004
1 100 1 1 0 1 1 0 ZUZI, J 0.000049 0.0000 34
0 0 1 00 0 1 0 1 0 UJUJJ 0.000 125 0.000114
1011111011 JZZ JZ 0.000266 0.000264
0 0 1 1 0 1 1100 UZ LZU 0.000 075 0.000061
0.111010101 LZL.L.L 0.000580 0 . 000596
0 1 001 01 001 LUJJL 0.000 856 0.000 889
0 1 1 0 1 000 10 LJJUJ 0.000 120 0 . 000 109
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 001 UZUJIL 0.001527 0.001 600
0 0 1 00 0 1 0 1 1 UJUJZ 0.000199 0.00019.3
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 LZLJZ 0.0000 60 0 . 000045
1011111001 JZZ JL 0.000497 0.000509
0 1 0 1 001110 LLUZ J 0.000 128 0.000118
1100111111 ZUZZZ 0.000030 0 . 000013 .

top scoring loop: UZUJL 0.001527
generation 0

= 0 . 167
: predicts 2 of 5 correctly,

average
sum fitness for population :
average fitness for population :

0.00 9162
0.000305

Example of a GA run for an eight residue loop (16-23) in calcium
binding protein (Szebenyi & Moffat, 1986). The output from the
initial, 4th and 8th generations are shown. The correct structural
alphabet conformation is ULJLL.
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STATISTICS from GENERATION 4

"string" tetrapeptide normalized Ira W
conformers S COre SCO re

0 0 1 1 1 00111 UZ JLZ 0. 023582 0.0272 97
1011101101 JZ JZL 0.00991 4 0.010938
0 0 1 11 1 0 1 11 UZZLZ 0.0024.99 0.002062
1011 1 00111 JZ JLZ 0.020920 0.024111
1011 1 0 1 001 JZ JJL 0.006 403 0.006735
0 1 00101101 LUJZL 0.001.983 0.001 4 45
1 0 1 1 000011 JZ UUZ 0.001 242 0.000558
10 1 1 001001 JZUJIL 0.001.957 0.001 4 13
0 0 1 1 1 00001 UZ JUL 0.005626 0.005 805
1011110111 JZZLZ 0.002297 0.001821
1000 1 00111 JUJLZ 0.00 97.45 0.01.0735
0 1 111 1 0001 LZZUL 0.000 872 0.000115
1011 1 000 10 JZ JUJ 0.0020.95 0.001578
1011 1 0 1 0 1 1 JZ JJZ 0.0036.94 0.0034.93
1011101111 JZ JZZ 0.005515 0.00567 3
101111 1 001 JZZ JL 0. 00120 1 0. 000509
0.111100 111 LZ JLZ 0.006 751 0. 007 152
00001 00111 UUULZ 0.010930 0 . 01215.4
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 111 UJ J ZZ 0.00202 1 0. 001 491
100 1 1 0 1 110 JLJZ J 0.002357 0.001 892
11110 00011 ZZUUZ 0.000808 0.000039
0 1 1 0 1 00111 LJJLZ 0. 0021 63 0.001 660
1011 1 0 1 110 JZ J ZJ 0.003589 0.003 367
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 UZ JJZ 0.004 080 0 . 0.0395.4
10 110 0 1 0 1 1 JZ UJZ 0.001 388 0.000 733
1 0 1 1 000001 JZUUL 0.001 675 0 . 001076
0 1 0 1 001001 LLUJL 0.000 973 0.000236
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 01 UJJZL 0.00 3178 O. 002875
0 1 0 1 1 00011 LL JUZ 0.001146 0.0004 43
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 001 UJZ JL 0.000 888 0.000134

top scoring loop: UZJLZ 0. 023582
generation 4 : predicts 3 of 5 correctly,

average = 0.327
sum fitness for population : 0.141492
average fitness for population: 0.004716
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STATISTICS from GENERATION 8

"string" tetrapeptide normalized raw
conformers S COre S CO re

0 0 1 1 1 00101 UZ JLL 0.058 608 0.052 634
1011 1 00011 JZ JUZ 0.000 885 0.002 659
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 110 UZ J Z J 0.0022.17 0.003 812
0 0 1 1 1 00111 UZ JLZ 0.02934 3 0.027297
000 1 1 00101 ULJLL 0.03.1984 0.029.583
100 1 1 0 1 1 01 JLJZL 0.004 915 0.00 61.48
000 1 1 00111 UL JLZ 0. O15535 0.0153.42
1011101101 JZ J ZL 0. 0104.48 0.010938
10 0 1 1 00111 JLJLZ 0. 013467 0.01 3552
1 0 1 1 1 00101 JZ JLL 0. 051513 0.04 6491
10 0 1 1 00101 JLJLL 0.027 996 0.026131
0000 1 0 1 1 01 UUJ ZL 0.004 182 0.00551.3
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 01 UZ J ZL 0. 012117 0.012 383
0 0 1 1 1 00110 UZ JLJ 0.01 6528 0.016202
10 0 1 1 00100 JLJLU 0. 001281 0. 003 001
0 0 1 1 1 0 1111 UZ JZZ 0. 0.05232 0.006 422
1011 1 0 1 1 1 0 JZ JZ J 0.001703 0.003 367
000 1 1 0 1 1 01 ULJZL 0. 0.05853 0.00 6960
10 1 1 000111 JZ ULZ 0.003659 0.005060
0000 1 00111 UUJILZ 0.011852 0 . 01215.4
1000 1 00111 JUJLZ 0.01021 4 0 . 01 0735
1000 1 00111 JUJLZ 0.01021 4 0 . 01 0735
1011100111 JZ JLZ 0.025 663 0.024111
1011 1 00111 JZ JLZ 0.025 663 0.024111
0 0 1 0 1 00111 UJ JLZ 0.005.133 0.006337
1000 1 00101 JUJLL 0. 021723 0.020 700
0 0 1 0 1 00101 UJ JLL 0.01 1927 0 . 012219
10 0 1 1 0 1 110 JLJZ J 0.000 000 0.001 892
000 1 1 0 1111 UL J ZZ 0.001 983 0.003 610
10 0 1 1 00001 JLJUL 0.001143 0.002.882

top scoring loop : UZ JLL 0.058 608
generation 8 : predicts 5 of 5 correctly,

average = 0. 553
sum fitness for population : 0.422.981
average fitness for population: 0.014099
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d) BLoop

BLoop is our program for generating loop conformations using the search

mechanisms of genetic algorithms with the amino acid propensities for the

structural alphabets. The flowchart for BLoop is shown in figure 3. The

amino acid sequence of the loop is read in and GA determines N (typically 50)

conformations that are compatible with the sequence. Because one residue

on either side of the loop must be included to anchor the loops onto the

structural framework, the number of residues in the generated conformation

is that of the loop plus two additional residues.

SëQU6/7C6 —- G A generates conformationsthat is compatible with sequence

after 10 generations,
N possibilities

BUILD builds main chain compatiblewith structural alphabet

internal clash check

protein clash check

to meet distance constraints
TWE AK modifies main chain dihedrals

rmsd of anchor residues

pdb files of possible loop structures

Figure 3 Flowchart for BLoop. A typical value for N is 50.
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The BUILD module then builds the mainchain of the specified structural

alphabets subject to clash checks with itself and the rest of the protein. Each

structural alphabet has two different phi psi maps from which the dihedrals

are randomly chosen. The phi psi map for residue i+2 is particularly alphabet

specific (figure 4). A particular conformation is built using the randomly

chosen phi psi pairs from the appropriate distribution. Because the structural

alphabet is degenerate in that many phi psi combinations can specify the same

alphabet, the virtual dihedral angles of the resulting structure are checked

and only those structures that correspond with the specified alphabet are
retained.

These structures are then sent to the TWEAK module. As first described by
Shenkin and coworkers (1987), the distance constraint between the end or

anchor residues of loops is a powerful filter. The four distances are those

from N and Co. of the first residue to Co. and C of the last residue. Using the

Lagrange multiplier method, the modifications of all the dihedrals necessary

to satisfy the distance constraints are solved. Then, these angles are

iteratively tweaked until the structures meet these constraints. In our

implementation, a structure is saved if the root mean squared deviation

(r.m.s.d.) of the end residues are within a specified tolerance (0.5 Å). If no
such structure is generated within a specified maximum number of tries
(1000), the structure of the lowest r.m.s.d. of the anchor atoms is written out.

A low r.m.s.d. value ensures that only structures with the proper chirality of
the end residues are saved.
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e) dictionary method

The program DGNL written by Donald Kneller (1988) is used to find loop

conformations using the dictionary approach as first described by Jones &

Thirup (1986). As with BLoop, the number of residues in the search is equal

to the loop plus two anchor residues, one on each end of the framework. A

database of protein structures is searched to find a conformation that has the
same number of residues with similar distances between the anchor atoms.

The loop conformations are ranked according to the r.m.s.d. fit of the anchor
atOmS.
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Results and Discussion

The ability of BLoop to generate plausible loop conformation is compared

with the traditional dictionary method using a test set of loops. Twelve loops

for each length ranging from 2 to 20 residues are randomly selected from our

original loop data set. Fifty putative structures are generated using BLoop

with the exception of 2 and 3 residue loops for which the structural alphabets

can be enumerated exhaustively (4m-1 or 4 & 16 respectively)*. An equal
number of structures are selected using the dictionary approach. For each

method, the mean of the lowest r.m.s.d. loop plus its anchors is plotted as a

function of loop length in figure 5. The average r.m.s.d. for the set of

generated structures is also plotted for comparison.

As shown by figure 5, BLoop is comparable to the dictionary approach finding

plausible loop structures. In addition, the distribution of r.m.s.d's of the

generated structures are also very similar. This seems to suggest that the

BLoop conformational search of structural alphabet combinations is at least as

good as the conformational search through an explicit protein structure
database.

*A structure with n number of residues can be described by n-3 structural
alphabets. Because the anchor residues are included in the generation of the
loop conformation, the number of loop residues increases by two. For
example, a seven residue structure is generated for a five residue loop since
the two end residues are used to place the loop onto the framework.
Consequently, this seven residue structure is represented by 3 letter structrual
alphabet.
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Figure 5 A comparison of loop structures generated by BLoop with those
generated by the dictionary method.

In addition to the comparison of the two methods, some general comments

concerning the expected accuracy for modeling loops can also be made from

figure 5. Not surprisingly, both methods can model shorter loops better than

longer ones. Two to three residue loops can be modeled very reliably. Simply

said, there are relatively few ways for a short loop to successfully link to a

specific framework. While most of the generated conformers could serve as

reasonable loop models, the best fitting structure to the anchor residues is

typically the best structure for the loop. Unfortunately, this relationship

breaks down as the loop length increases and loop conformations can no

longer be chosen based on its fit to the framework. Similar observations
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have also been made by Tramontano and Lesk who found that different

structural contexts can lead to similar loop conformations (1992).

On average, neither method as described does an adequate job of modeling

longer loops. The problem with the database search strategy is that it does not

contain enough examples of longer loops. Consequently, the database search

does not explore enough alternate conformations to choose reasonable

models. Similarly, ten generations may not be enough for BLoop to

adequately sample structural alphabet space, but this can be avoided by either

doing multiple runs of BLoop and/or by increasing the number of

generations. Because BLoop is capable of generating novel conformations,

the lack of examples in the database is not an insurmountable problem.

However, choosing the "correct" structure from an ensemble of generated

structures is an unsolved problem. Even when interaction energies are used

to evaluate conformations, the lowest energy structure do not often

correspond to the lowest r.m.s.d. structure (Bruccoleri et al., 1988).

At least for medium sized loops, BLoop appears to sample conformational

space adequately to generate low r.m.s.d structures (figure 6) that are

comparable to those found by CONGEN, a method that uses an angular grid

search (Bruccoleri et al., 1988). These results for the hypervariable loops of an

anti-lysozyme antibody HyBel-5 are shown in Table 1. HyBel-5 (Sheriff et al.,

1987) is chosen as the test set because its hypervariable loops were the

common test loops for CONGEN as well as two other published methods.

Although a direct comparision of r. m. s. d.'s is not possible because of the

slightly different definition of loops, the results of the knowledge-based

º
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method of Chothia and co-workers (1989), and the combined approach of
Martin and co-workers (1989) are also included.

Table 1: Comparison of Modeling Efforts for Hypervariable Loops of Hyhel-5

r.m.s.d. of backbone (Á)

L2

method number of residues

-L2 H1 H1 H2
º

=BLoop

Chothia et al. 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.1

Bruccoleri et al. 0.6 0.8 1.1 2.1

Martin et al. 1.02 || 0.76 0.9 1.13

Because BLoop is more similar to the knowledge based method of Chothia

and co-workers, their definition of hypervariable loops for HyBel-5 is used.

In addition, BLoop's results are made more directly comparable by excluding
the anchor residues in the r. m. s. d. calculations. It also should be noted that : L

Martin and co-workers (1989) modeled each loop in the context of the antigen c

and in the presence of other correct loops since this presumably improved y

their results.

The results in Table 1 implies that BLoop can be a useful addition to the

existing arsenal of modeling tools. It is simple to use requiring just the

framework structure and the loop sequence. In addition, BLoop is not limited

to immunoglobulin loops alone as in the case of Chothia and co-workers or

by loop length as in the case of conformational search algorithms. 2
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A possible limitation to BLoop is that it does not rank the structures it

generates. However, this decision is justified since no criteria is able to

consistently choose the the correct structure from an ensemble of plausible

structures. Consequently, this last step has been left entirely to the discretion
of the user.
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Figure 6 Superimposition of the actual and lowest r.m.s.d. BLoop
generated structures of Hy■■ el-5 hypervariable loops. The
anchor residues are included.
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Conclusions

A simple and versatile method for loop generation is introduced. As

demonstrated, it is comparable in its accuracy to previously published

methods. Through the use of the efficient search mechanisms of genetic

algorithms, BLoop is not limited by either the contents of a structural database

or by computational tractability. Consequently, BLoop can be especially useful

where the database of protein structure would not be expected to contain

many examples or when the loop length is too large to enumerate all possible

conformations. A possible application of this is in modeling the loops of G

proteins. The loops connecting the 7 transmembrane helices are often very

long and there are no examples of these loops in the protein database. In

addition, the growing gap between the number of known sequences and the

number of known structures will make tools that aid in the modeling process

increasingly necessary.
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CHAPTER 4

Modeling Protein Structures:
Construction And Their Applications

This chapter is in press in the Federation of Americal Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB)
Journal and will be published in June of 1993 (vol. 7). The pages have not yet been assigned.
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ABSTRACT

Although no general solution to the protein folding problem exists, the three

dimensional structures of proteins are being successfully predicted when

experimentally derived constraints are used in conjunction with heuristic

methods. In the case of interleukin-4, mutagenesis data and CD spectroscopy

were instrumental in the accurate assignment of secondary structure. In

addition, the tertiary structure was highly constrained by six cysteines separated

by many residues that formed three disulfide bridges. While the correct

structure was a member of a short list of plausible structures, the “best” structure

was the topological enantiomer of the experimentally determined conformation.

For many proteases, other experimentally derived structures can be used as

templates to identify the secondary structure elements. In a procedure called

modeling by homology, the structure of a known protein is used as a scaffold to

predict the structure of another related protein. This method has been used to

model a serine and a cysteine protease that are important in the schistosome and

malarial life cycles, respectively. The model structures were then used to identify

putative small molecule enzyme inhibitors computationally. Experiments

confirm that some of these nonpeptidic compounds are active at concentrations

less than 10 puM.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the three dimensional structure of macromolecules has enhanced

our understanding of biological processes. One of the first examples of this is the
Watson and Crick model of DNA (1) where the double helical structure of DNA

suggested an elegant mechanism for self-replication. Enzyme mechanisms have
been surmised and refined from a combination of structural and chemical studies

(2). More recently, the three dimensional structures of potential targets in drug

design efforts are being utilized to identify novel pharmaceuticals more

efficiently than the traditional random screening process (3).

Since the rate of protein sequence determination far outpaces the rate of

structure elucidation, little or no structural information is available for many

biologically relevant proteins. Because of the considerable delays between

determining the sequence of a protein and solving its structure, a general method

for predicting tertiary structure from amino acid sequence would be valuable.

Unfortunately, the protein folding problem remains unsolved despite much
effort.

In the limit of a perfect molecular potential function for a solvated polypeptide

chain and sufficient computational resources for infinite sampling, the time

dependent folding of a denatured chain into a native state could be followed.

However, this approach remains hopelessly complex at the present time. In an

effort to reduce the complexity of the problem, structure prediction can be

reduced to a three stage process. The amino acid sequence is used to predict the

secondary structure elements. Secondary structure elements can then be packed

together to form an approximate tertiary structure. This approximate tertiary

.
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structure could then be refined using any standard force field calculations.

Although challenges exist at all steps of the process, the major roadblock is that

existing secondary structure prediction algorithms are inadequate. Kabsch and

Sander tested the accuracy of the three (Chou and Fasman, Robson, Lim) most

widely used statistical methods on 62 proteins (4). Using a three state model

(helix, strand and loop), prediction success failed to exceed 56% on average.

More recently, Garnier included more recent methods such as neural networks,

pattern recognition, and joint prediction methods that combine aspects of several

algorithms (5). Despite these more complicated analyses, the best of these

methods only performed about 10% better, predicting 65% of the residues

correctly. Because all secondary structure prediction algorithms use only local

sequence, the 65% accuracy may reflect a real barrier due to the limited

information contained in those local sequences. On the basis of on his

comparisons, Garnier infers that local sequence (+ 8 residues) determines -65%

of the conformation while the other 35% comes from long range interactions.

Despite these inherent limitations, reasonable tertiary structures have been

proposed when experimental data is used in conjunction with heuristic

prediction. Two such methods will be illustrated. Interleukin-4 involves de

novo structure construction and malarial cysteine protease and cercarial elastase

involve modeling by homology.

.
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DE NOVO TERTIARY PREDICTION

Of the two methods, de novo tertiary prediction is substantially more difficult.

While modeling by homology narrows the number of possible tertiary folds to

one, there are a myriad of different ways to arrange the secondary structure

elements in three dimensions. Empirical observations such as preferred helix

helix packing geometries and the need for globular structures to form a well

defined hydrophobic core can often drastically reduce the number of

arrangements. In addition, Dorit et al. (6) have speculated that protein sequences

adopt only a limited number of tertiary folding motifs. Perhaps nature has

identified a subset of folding motifs that are adequate for biological purposes and

all "new" proteins will be variations on existing themes. If true, this could reduce

the number of possible tertiary structures even further. Predicting a priori which

motif or even motifs a particular sequence is compatible with has been called the

"inverse folding problem". Although there have been several exciting advances

recently (7-9), existing algorithms that attempt to solve the inverse folding

problem are best thought of as sensitive strategies for model building by

homology. Consequently, only a few protein structures (interleukin-2 [10],

growth hormone [11], and tryptophan synthase [12]) other than interleukin-4

have been predicted using de novo methods. Subsequent x-ray structures have

confirmed some features of these previous models and consequently have served

as tutors for the prediction of interleukin-4 (13).

figure 1 flowchart for modeling interleukin-4 using de novo approaches.

i
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figure 2a Sequences of the human and mouse interleukin-4 are aligned. T
are the predicted turn regions and arrows are the predicted helical
regions. As described in the text, helices A, C, D, and E were
predicted to be the core helices and were assembled into a right
handed four helix bundle.
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structure construction of interleukin-4

The tertiary structure construction of human interleukin-4 was aided by the

circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy (14) that suggested that o-helices were the

predominant form of secondary structure. Biochemical methods determined that

there were three disulfides that further constrained the possible tertiary

structures. The general method for the construction of interleukin-4 is illustrated

in figure 1 and the specific details are illustrated in figure 2a. The sequence

homology between human and mouse interleukin-4 was exploited when

possible. It was assumed that because of their extensive homology that both

sequences must be compatible with any reasonable tertiary structures.

The first step involved CD analysis that indicated that both the human and

mouse interleukin-4 contained approximately 54% o-helix and no significant B

structure. With this established, the turn prediction algorithm of Cohen et al. (15)

was used to delimit the sequence blocks into those likely to contain secondary

structure. The turn prediction program is protein class specific. For example, all

B-proteins will have turns closer together in sequence than all o-proteins. When

the folding class of a protein is known, turns can be predicted with about 90%

accuracy. Thus, turns provide a useful starting point for secondary structure

prediction that follows a hierarchical approach. The consensus of methods

including Chou and Fasman (16), Garnier et al. (17), and the helical wheel

strategy of Schiffer and Edmundson (18), was used to assign alpha helical regions

that were bounded by predicted turns.

Five helices (A, B, C, D, E) were predicted in the human sequence and four in the

mouse sequence. The region of the mouse sequence analogous to the region of
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helix B in the human sequence contained two prolines making it unlikely that the

mouse sequence was helical in this region. In order to resolve the conflicting

predictions, a chimeric mouse protein was made where the equivalent mouse

sequence was swapped for the human sequence (residues 27–34). Subsequent CD

analysis seemed to indicate little perturbation of structure. While it was still

possible for the putative helix B to contain some helical residues in the human

interleukin-4 structure, it was unlikely to be part of the hydrophobic core of the

protein. Consequently, the major secondary structure elements were predicted
to be helices A, C, D, and E.

Clusters of hydrophobic residues within the putative helices that could

participate in helix-helix interactions were then identified (19). These were

labeled docking sites and all possible juxtapositions of these interaction sites that

did not violate any steric or geometric constraints of chain folding were

generated (20). Of the 90403 structures, only 311 passed the final constraints

involving the three disulfides and all were four helix bundles. Solvent accessible

surface area was determined for each model structure and implausible structures

were rejected. From these, an all anti-parallel right-handed four helix bundle

with two overhand connections containing a compact hydrophobic core was

selected as the best prediction for the tertiary structure for interleukin-4 (13).

assessment of predicted model

The subsequent solution structure of human interleukin-4 by NMR spectroscopy

(19) permits a critical assessment of the predicted model. The comparisons

between actual and predicted helices are shown in figure 2b. In general, the

secondary structures were accurately predicted. Helix A and helix C were both
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correctly assigned. Helix D was foreshortened in both directions and helix E was

shifted towards the C-terminus by a few residues. The accuracy of this

prediction was 93% (helix A & C) and 87% (helix B & D) if the discrepancies of

one residue at the N and C-termini of the helices are ignored. The four helix

bundle motif was correctly identified although the handedness of the bundle was

incorrectly predicted as right-handed. However, the correct left-handed anti

parallel four helix bundle with two overhand connections was one of the top ten

structures that was considered. Although computational strategies such as

QPACK (22) and the profile method of Luthy et al. (23) can be used to eliminate

less reasonable structures, they cannot easily distinguish between the native

structure from reasonable, but incorrect alternatives (figure 3). Clearly, more

work is needed in understanding protein stability in order to make finer
distinctions.
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figure 2b The accuracy of the prediction was assessed when the NMR
structure of interleukin-4 became available. In general, the helices
were accurately assigned and the topology was correctly predicted
to be a four helix bundle. However, the handedness was
incorrectly predicted as right-handed.
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figure 3 Luthy et al.'s 3-D profile window plots for the model and NMR
structure of interleukin-4. The quality of a structure can be
assessed by both a final 3D profile score and window plots. The 3D
profile scores for the model and the NMR structure were 43.35 and
43.67, respectively. Although the scores for the model were lower
than the NMR structure for residues 15–40, they corresponded to an
overhand loop connection and were within values observed for
loops regions for known protein structures.
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TERTIARY PREDICTION USING HOMOLOGOUS STRUCTURES

The most widely used method for tertiary structure prediction is homology

modeling. Because the three dimensional structures of related proteins are more

conserved than their amino acid sequences, this method uses an experimentally

determined structure of one protein as a scaffold to build the structure of the

protein of interest. As described by Chothia and Lesk (23), the accuracy of this

method depends on the degree of amino acid identity between the two proteins.

For a pair of proteins whose amino acid sequences are 80% identical, the

expected root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of the core, the conserved regions

of the protein structure that forms the main scaffold or framework, is 0.5 Å. The
expected rims.d. increases to 1.8 Å when the sequence identity is only 20%.
According to their analysis, Chothia and Lesk conclude that a protein structure

will provide a close general model to the protein of interest when their sequences

are > 50% identical. However, this is based on using one structure as a reference.

A reasonable model can also be constructed with much lower sequence identity

if there are multiple structures available (25). In the case of enzymes, a fairly

accurate model of the active site can be constructed despite low sequence identity

since these are the most conserved regions within their enzyme families. In our

examples, the malarial cysteine protease is approximately 33% identical to both

papain and actinidin, and the cercarial elastase is 20-25% identical to the seven

mammalian serine proteases of known structure.

Consequently, proteases are particularly amenable to this method. In addition to

the multiple sequences available in the Protein Information Resource, at least

two x-ray structures exist in the Protein Data Bank for members of serine,

aspartic, cysteine, and metallo protease families. Although the procedure used in
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the construction of cercarial elastase and/or the malarial cysteine protease will be

used for the purposes of illustrating the steps involved in modeling by

homology, they are applicable to any family of homologous proteins.
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alignment

A flow chart of the homology model building process is shown in figure 4. There

are essentially four major steps: sequence alignment, framework construction,

loop construction, and sidechain placement. The alignment partitions the

sequence into structurally conserved regions (SCRs) and variable regions (VRs).

The SCRs consist mainly of secondary structure elements and define the

structural framework that will be the scaffold for constructing the new model

(26). Because the placement of the amino acids within this framework is based

entirely on the resulting sequence alignment, accuracy in this first step is

absolutely critical. Although programs can be used for the initial alignment, they

generally need to be modified to reflect the bias toward structural information.

An example of this is illustrated in a region of the malarial cysteine protease

alignment. Smith and Smith's PIMA program (27) produces a regional mis

alignment for the malarial protease when compared with papain and actinidin

(figure 5a). The quality of the resulting sequence alignment can be assessed by

examining the correspondence between the resulting alignment with existing

structure(s). Positions of insertions and deletions should be noted since they

rarely occur within the structural framework but are prevalent in the surface

loops that comprise the variable regions. In this case, a deletion occurred in the

malarial cysteine protease sequence that corresponded to a 3-strand spanning the

length of the protein in both papain and actinidin. In addition, an alternate

alignment seemed possible. In ambiguous situations, information from other

related sequences can be used to resolve conflicts (28). Because the pattern of

proline, valine/isoleucine, serine/threonine, and valine residues seemed

particularly strong in that region, the alignment was modified accordingly. In
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addition, when PIMA was tried using additional cysteine protease sequences, the

alignment for the malarial protease was also modified to reflect the consensus

pattern.

papain . NQPV SVVLQAAGKD FQLY.
malprot . PLSV NV———GVNND FVAY.
actinidin . YQPV SVALDAAGDA FKQY.

x * x 2k x 2k x 2k x × x k ≤k x 2k

papain . NQPV SVVLQAAGKD FOLY.
malprot . VGPL SVNVG-VNND FVAY.
actinidin . YQPV SVALDAAGDA FKQY.

× k k + k ≤k k + k × x 2k x 2k x

figure 5: a) original portion of PIMA output for papain, actinidin, and
malarial cysteine protease and the corrected alignment.
The *s denote secondary structure elements. In the original outout,
a three residue deletion occurs within the structural framework.
This is unlikely and other cysteine protease sequences were used to
resolve the ambiguity. A pattern of proline, valine/isoleucine,
serine/threnone, and valine seemed particularly strong in these
sequences so the alignment was modified accordingly. This placed
deletions in the more likely loop regions.

The increased information content of multiple structures makes alignment

ambiguities less frequent. In most cases, the one to one correspondence between

alignment and structure from the best structural superimposition is enough to

suggest the necessary structural sequence alignment (25). The structural

framework derived from the superimposition of seven serine proteases for

building the cercarial elastase is shown in figure 5b. Aside from the simplified

alignment process, having multiple structures also assist in loop construction by

providing many possible templates for the variable regions.
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figure 5: b) superimposition of the 7 mammalian serine proteases. The
structures are: bovine alpha-chymotrypsin (4cha), porcine
pancreatic elastase (3est), rat mast cell protease (3rp2), human
neutraphil elastase (1hne), rat tonin (1ton), porcine kallikrein A
(2pka), and bovine trypsin (3ptn). From the superimposition, the
structurally conserved core or framework can be determined
readily.
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constructing loops

The inherent variability of loops makes their modeling especially difficult.

Unlike secondary structures where repeating values of characteristic q, w angles

results in regular conformations, loops contain non-repeating () \g angles leading

to aperiodic and highly variable conformations. Not surprisingly, shorter loops

are generally easier to model than longer loops. Planer amide bonds and the

necessary end to end distance to conform to the framework impose a rigorous

constraint on the conformation of shorter loops (<3 residues). A very common

and well-characterized subset of shorter loops is 3-turns, a four residue transition

between two anti-parallel 3-strands. There are seven commonly accepted types

of 3-turns with type I and type II turns being the most prevalent (29). Wilmot

and Thornton compiled the amino acid preferences for the four positions of type

I and type II turns (30). Consequently, type I and II B-turns can be accurately

modeled if recognized as such.

While longer loops are beginning to be characterized (31-32), general modeling

strategies have not yet materialized from these works. Conformational sampling

can be used to enumerate possible loop structures (33). However, this is not

always practical. For loops longer than seven residues, structure enumeration is

computationally intractable. In addition, choosing the “correct” conformation

from the ensemble of generated structures remains a major problem.

The one success story is the modeling of immunoglobulin loops. Chothia and co

workers have found that the hypervariable loops assume a limited set of

conformations or canonical structures that are primarily dictated by the

interactions of certain key residues at specific sites (34). Using this approach,
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they were able to model five out of the six loops within 1.5 Å r.m.s.d. of the o
carbons. When enough structures are available, a similar strategy can be used to

differentiate between distinct loop conformations. For example, two distinct

conformations exist for a loop (loop 2) in the serine proteases that seemed to be

dictated by a key residue interaction in another loop (loop 3). When the specific

residue was hydrophobic, loop 2 tilted away from the protein and towards the

solvent while it tilted toward the protein when the residue was hydrophilic

(figure 6a).

The key residue strategy cannot be used when only a few structures exist. In the

absence of other information, a loop dictionary approach can be used (35). A

dictionary of protein fragments is assembled from a collection of proteins of

known structure or a special subset of this collection. Fragments are chosen that

contain the correct number of residues in a conformation that approximately
links the framework residues. While the conformation chosen is one that is

found in proteins, it has the disadvantage that no sequence information is used

and that no “new” conformation will ever be generated. Despite these

drawbacks, we find that the dictionary approach is the method of choice at this
time.
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figure 6: a) Variable region 2 (or loop 2) in the context of the conserved
framework. 3rp2 and 1ton have loops pointing away while the rest
have loops pointing toward the protein. The conformation of this
loop appears to be dictated by the hydrophobic character of a key
residue in nearby loop 3.

b) Variable region 7 (or loop 7).
The conformations of this particular loop are variations on the same
theme. The differences occur because of the differing number of
residues in the loop. To model this loop, one can find an existing
homologous loop that has the same number of residues. If a
structure of a homologous loop is not known, one can used the
dictionary approach and search for a loop that has the same
number of residues and approximately the same conformation in
the Protein Data Bank.
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sidechain placement

When placing sidechains, it is sensible to conserve as many sidechain dihedral

angles as possible. Summers et al. observed that 80% of identical residues and
75% of mutated residues retain sidechain conformations when the reference and

target protein share 2.40% sequence identity (36). Similar observations by

Sternberg and co-workers resulted in a commonly accepted procedure for

placing sidechains (37). Identical and isosteric residues (i.e., aspartic acid and

asparagine) in equivalent positions are assumed to retain their conformation.

Similarly, conformational information is retained as much as possible for non

conservative substitutions. For example, when the valine is changed to alanine,

the valine's CB is assumed to be the position of the alanine sidechain. When no

conformational information is available as when glycine is being mutated to

some other amino acid, the residue is placed in the most statistically likely
sidechain conformation (38).

model refinement and validation

While molecular dynamics is the most physically sensible calculation for model

refinement, it must be used with caution. New distortions can be introduced into

the structure especially if solvent is not included in the simulations. The model

can become overly compact and surface sidechains can collapse into the protein.

In addition, dynamics cannot overcome the barriers necessary to reorganize

misaligned secondary structure elements. However, some energy refinement of

models is necessary to alleviate slight irregularities in the structures.

Consequently, energy minimization or constrained molecular dynamics is
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preferred over unconstrained dynamics. In this way, slight defects in packing
and bond lengths are corrected while the overall structure is preserved.

Since energy calculations are used to refine model structures, they are not a

useful independent test of the veracity of a model structure. Thus, features

commonly observed in proteins of known structures are used to validate model

structures. These include efficient packing, the creation of a hydrophobic core,

appropriate residue solvent accessibility profiles, the spatial distribution of

charged groups and the fit backbone dihedral angles to the Ramachandran plot.

Initial attempts at model validation such as QPACK (22) and the profile method

of Luthy et al. (23) use one or a combination of these features. However, it is still
difficult to differentiate a correct model from an incorrect but reasonable

alternative. Efforts to develop more sensitive validation tools are the subject of

ongoing research.

PROTEASE INHIBITOR DESIGN

Many of the currently marketed pharmaceuticals were discovered using the

random screening of large compound libraries. Although these screens have a

proven track record, they require an enormous amount of both time and money.

In spite of the appearance of automatic robotic systems that can perform

thousands of tests per day, it would still take months to a year to scan through a

typical corporate database containing approximately 100,000 to 500,000

compounds (3).

In an effort to expedite this process, structure-based methodologies exploit the

information of the target macromolecule. Once a lead compound is found,
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favorable and unfavorable interactions are identified and the beneficial

interactions are maximized to increase binding affinity. When the drug design

targets are proteases, their natural substrate specificity can be used to identify

potent peptide or peptide-like inhibitors (39). However, because peptides are

easily degraded by the body's arsenal of proteases, they are generally not

considered as potential candidates for drugs. Consequently, a great deal of effort

has been expended to identify nonpeptidic inhibitors using computational

approaches.

One such method is the program DOCK (40), an automatic method to screen

small molecule databases for possible ligands of a given receptor. DOCK

characterizes the active site with a set of overlapping spheres and putative

ligands are matched to the set of overlapping spheres using a method based on

the comparison of internal distances (figure 7). Using the model structures of the

cercarial elastase and the malarial cysteine protease with DOCK, we have been

able to find low micromolar nonpeptidic lead compounds for both enzyme

systems after experimentally testing only a handful of compounds.

Although other databases are available, the Fine Chemical Directory was

searched because these compounds are commercially available. For each

enzyme, the 2200 molecules with the best shape complementarity scores and the

2200 with the best force field scores (estimated interaction energies) were

inspected. The resulting 8800 compounds were visually screened in the context

of the active sites using the molecular display software Midasplus (41). An effort

was made to choose a diverse group of compounds from these lists. 52

compounds were ultimately chosen for testing for the cercarial elastase and 31

for the malarial cysteine protease (42).
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figure 7: The active site of the malarial cysteine protease. Dock generated

sphere centers are shown as tetrahedra. The set of overlapping

spheres characterizes the active site and putative ligands are

matched using a method based on the comparison of internal
distances.
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For the cercarial elastase, 5 out of the 52 compounds tested inhibited the enzyme

with K■ 's less than 100 HM, with two compounds, 2-(4-methoxybenzoyl)-1-

naphthoic acid and naphthol blue-black inhibiting with K's of 3 and 6 p.M.,

respectively (figure 8a). Out of the 31 compounds tested for the malarial cysteine

protease, 4 compounds inhibited the enzyme with IC50's of less than 100 HM with

oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-naphthymethylene) hydrazide) inhibiting with an IC50 of

6 HM (figure 8b). More importantly, this compound also inhibited the

incorporation of hypoxanthine, a standard marker of parasite metabolism, in

culture at approximately the same concentration.
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figure 8a a) (i) Naphthol blue-black and (ii) 2-(4-methoxybenzoyl)-1-
naphthoic acid.

b) Oxalic bis ((2-hydroxy-1-naphthylmethylene)hydrazide).
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the protein folding problem is not generally solved, there are methods

that construct reasonable tertiary structures from amino acid sequence. One

computational method exploits experimental data in the form of CD

spectroscopy and mutagenesis. Another depends upon the experimentally

determined structures of related proteins in a method called modeling by

homology. These model structures can be used as a starting point for uncovering

the structural basis of their specificity. In the case of biological targets for drug

design, model built structures can be used to identify low micromolar

nonpeptidic inhibitors as demonstrated for the cercarial elastase and the malarial

cysteine protease. In addition, models can also be used to aid x-ray structure

determination by molecular replacement (43). Because of the backlog of

biologically important sequences whose structures remain unsolved, the

techniques outlined in this review must be used to complement traditional
structure determination methods.
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CHAPTER 5

Structure-Based Inhibitor Design Using Protein Models
For The Development Of Anti-Parasitic Agents

This chapter has been published with co-authors Eugene Sun, James H. McKerrow, Garson K.
Lee, Philip J. Rosenthal, Irwin D. Kuntz & Fred E. Cohen in the Proceedings of the National
Acadamy of Sciences, volume 90, pages 3583–3587, 1993.
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ABSTRACT

The lack of an experimentally determined structure of a target protein frequently

limits the application of structure-based drug design methodologies. In an effort

to overcome this limitation, we have investigated the utility of computer model

built structures for the identification of novel inhibitors of enzymes from two

major protease families, serine and cysteine proteases. We have successfully

used our model built structures to identify computationally and to confirm

experimentally the activity of nonpeptidic inhibitors directed against important
enzymes in the schistosome (2-(4-methoxybenzoyl)-1-naphthoic acid, Ki = 3 pm)
and malaria (oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-naphthymethylene)hydrazide), ICso = 6

HM) parasite life cycles.
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INTRODUCTION

Proteases are involved in many important biological processes including protein

turnover, blood coagulation, complement activation (1), hormone processing (2),

and cancer cell invasion (3). Thus, they are frequently chosen as targets for drug

design and discovery. Noteworthy examples include the design of angiotensin

converting enzyme inhibitors for the treatment of hypertension (4) and programs

to develop HIV protease inhibitors to block the proliferation of the AIDS virus

(5). The critical role proteases play in the life cycle of parasitic organisms also

makes them attractive drug design targets for these infectious diseases (6).

In the most simple terms, structure-based drug design methodologies identify

favorable and unfavorable interactions between a potential inhibitor and target

receptor, and maximize the beneficial interactions to increase binding affinity.

Obtaining an accurate structure for the receptor or ligand-receptor complex is a

logical step in this process. X-ray crystallography continues to be the source of

high resolution information about protein structures. However, considerable

delays often exist between determining the sequence of a protein and solving its

structure. Difficulties in protein expression and more commonly in protein

crystallization can delay x-ray structure determination.

Currently, no general method exists for predicting tertiary structure from amino
acid sequence. However, when a protein target is homologous to another protein

or group of proteins of known structure, a sensible model structure can be

proposed. Recent comparisons between model and crystal structures permit an

assessment of the overall accuracy expected for homology model built structures

(7-9). For a sequence that is 80% identical to a protein of known structure, the

expected root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of the core residues is
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approximately 0.6 Å (10). The expected rims.d. increases to 1.8 A when the

sequences are only 20% identical. However, model built structures could still be

useful in finding novel lead compounds despite the uncertainties in the lower

part of this range if the errors cluster far away from the enzyme active site.

The proteases targeted for inhibitor design in this study are important in

establishing schistosome infection or necessary for the maintenance of malarial

infection. Schistosomiasis is a snail-borne disease which is contracted by
individuals who come into contact with the parasites in infested waters.
Infectious larvae (cercariae) secrete an elastase to invade the skin of the human

host and initiate infection. Once in the circulatory system, the schistosomes

mature and reproduce. Thousands of eggs become trapped in the portal

circulation of the liver and the host immune response leads to portal

hypertension. The protease that is implicated in skin penetration has been

purified and characterized, and preliminary studies suggest that cutaneous

application of an inhibitor of the cercarial elastase might prevent infection (11).

The increasing incidence of drug resistant strains of malaria (especially

Plasmodium falciparum) necessitates the search for new therapies. Malaria
infection includes an erythrocytic phase which is responsible for all the clinical

manifestations of the disease (12). During this phase, erythrocytic trophozoites

degrade hemoglobin as a principal source of amino acids. Rosenthal and co

workers have identified a critical cysteine protease that appears to be involved in

the degradation of hemoglobin, the parasites' primary source of amino acids (13,
14). Blocking this enzyme with cysteine protease inhibitors (E64, Z-Phe-Arg
FMK) in culture arrests further growth and development (15). Thus, this enzyme

is a promising target for new modes of antimalarial chemotherapy.
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METHODS

Model construction

Three dimensional models of the structures of cercarial elastase and trophozoite

cysteine protease were built following the approach of Blundell and co-workers

(16,17). Seven mammalian serine proteases, bovine chymotrypsin (18), porcine

pancreatic elastase (19), rat mast cell protease (20), human neutrophil elastase

(21), rat tonin (22), porcine kallikrein (23), and bovine trypsin (24), were used to

derive a structural alignment for cercarial elastase (25). Papain (26) and actinidin

(27) were used for trophozoite cysteine protease. The conformations of

sidechains were retained when possible and the statistically most likely rotamer

was selected if no conformational information was available (17). Loops were

placed using a combination of the loop dictionary and key residue approaches

(28, 29). The resulting models were refined by energy minimization using the

AMBER potential function (30). Models were validated with several

computational strategies including QPACK to probe sidechain volume (31), the

profile method of Luthy and Eisenberg (32), a Ramachandran map analysis of

backbone geometry, and solvent accessibility calculations (33).

Screening the Fine Chemicals Directory using DOCK3.0

The two protease model structures were used as receptors for ligand docking.

DOCK3.0 is an automatic method to screen small molecule databases for ligands

that could bind to a given receptor (34). DOCK3.0 characterizes the grooves and

invaginations of the active site with sets of overlapping spheres. The generated

sphere centers constitute an irregular grid that can be matched with the atom

centers of a potential ligand. The quality of a ligand's fit to the binding site is
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judged either by shape complementarity or by a simplified molecular mechanics

force field energy (estimated interaction energy).

DOCK3.0 was used to search the Fine Chemicals Directory of 55,313

commercially available small molecules. The structures of the small molecules

were obtained computationally using a heuristic algorithm, CONCORD,

developed by R. Pearlman at the University of Texas. CONCORD generated
structures are estimated to be approximately 90% in agreement with those

structures optimized by molecular mechanics calculations (35). The Fine
Chemicals Directory was chosen over the Cambrige Structural Database of

experimentally determined structures because of the ease with which interesting

compounds could be obtained.

In a typical DOCK search, the top scoring 100-200 molecules are examined with

10-50 of these selected for experimental testing (36). Because model protein

structures were used instead of crystallographically determined structures, an

arbitrarily large number of small molecules were saved. For each enzyme

system, the 2200 molecules with the best shape complementarity scores and the

2200 with the best force field scores were saved. The resulting 8800 compounds

were visually screened in the context of the active site using the molecular

display software Midas Plus (37).

Because of the uncertainties inherent in model built structures, the scores

generated by DOCK3.0 did not influence the visual screening process. Instead,

compounds were judge solely on how they might interact with the active site in

the putative ligand-receptor complex. In an effort to be self-consistent, the

resulting 8800 compounds were screened three times. No compounds were
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selected during the first screening in an attempt to get acquainted with the

systems. During the second and third pass, compounds that filled the site and

had potential hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions were selected for

further inspection. Only compounds that were chosen on both the second and

third screenings were considered further. From this list, an effort was made to

choose compounds that were chemically diverse and that appeared to interact

with the receptor in different ways. 52 compounds were ultimately chosen for

testing against the cercarial elastase and 31 against the trophozoite cysteine

protease. This screening process took approximately one week of effort. As the

enzyme active sites became more familiar with each successive pass, the time

needed to examine the ligand-receptor complex shortened.

Of the 52 compounds selected for the cercarial elastase, 33 compounds were from

the force field list, 10 from the shape list, and 9 appeared on both lists. Of the 31

compounds selected for the malarial protease, 20 were from the shape list and 11

from the force field list. These compounds were ranked as high as 4th and as low

as 1939th (out of 2200) by the scores generated by DOCK3.0.

Ki determination for the inhibitors against cercarial elastase, chymotrypsin,

and elastase.

Cercarial elastase was purified as described previously (38). Initial reaction

velocities were determined at room temperature for each enzyme using

tetrapeptide thiobenzylester substrates in the presence of 20 pm 4,4'-

dithiopyridine, and following the absorbance at 324 nM for one minute after the

addition of enzyme (39). Enzyme concentrations were determined by active site

titration with chloromethylketone inhibitors, and used at 1/100th of the lowest

substrate concentration. The reaction buffer was 100 mM glycine-NaOH (pH
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9.0), 2 mM CaCl2. The specific substrates used were: N-succinyl-alanyl-alanyl

prolyl-phenylalanyl-thiobenylester for cercarial elastase and chymotrypsin, and

N-succinyl-alanyl-alanyl-prolyl-alanylthiobenzylester for pancreatic elastase at

concentrations from 25 to 500 puM. Inhibitors were prepared as 100 mM stock

solutions in DMSO, and used at concentrations from 0 to 100 puM. Reaction

velocities were determined in triplicate for each point, and plotted using the

method of Dixon. Data were also plotted using the Hanes transformation of the

Michaelis-Menten equation to ascertain the competitive nature of inhibition. Ki

was determined directly from the Dixon plot (40), and confirmed by replots of

Kmapp/VaPP from the Hanes plot (41).

The trophozoite cysteine protease inhibitor studies

Enzyme activity was measured with the fluorogenic substrate Z-Phe-Arg-AMC

as described previously (15). Trophozoite extracts were incubated with reaction

buffer (in 0.1 M sodium acetate, 10 mM dithiothreitol, pH 5.5) and an appropriate

concentration of inhibitor for 30 minutes at room temperature. Z-Phe-Arg-AMC

(50 puM final concentration) was then added and fluorescence (380 nM excitation,

460 nM absorbance) was measured continuously over 30 seconds. The slope of

fluorescence over time for each inhibitor concentration was compared with that

of controls in multiple assays, and the IC50 was determined from plots of percent

control activity over inhibitor concentration.

Effect of oxalic bis ((2-hydroxy-1-naphthylmethylene)hydrazide) on *H-
hypoxanthine uptake as a measure of parasite metabolism.
3H-hypoxanthine uptake was measured based on a modification of the method
of Desjardins et al. (42). Microwell cultures of synchronized ring stage P.

falciparum parasites were incubated with inhibitor in DMSO (10% final
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concentration) for 4 hours. 3H-hypoxanthine was added (11Ci/microwell
culture) and the cultures were maintained for an additional 36 hours. The cells

were then harvested and deposited onto glass fiber filters which were washed

and dried with ethanol. 3H-hypoxanthine uptake was quantitated by
scintillation counting. The uptake at each inhibitor concentration was compared

with that of controls and the IC50 was determined from plots of percent control

uptake over inhibitor concentration.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Nonpeptidic inhibitors were identified for both the cercarial elastase and the

malarial cysteine protease. Approximately 10% of the compounds tested, 5 of 52

for the cercarial elastase and 4 of 31 for the malarial protease, displayed activity

against the enzymes at concentrations less than 100 H.M. Among these, three

compounds were inhibitors at concentrations less than 10 HM (figure 1). 2-(4-

methoxybenzoyl)-1-naphthoic acid and naphthol blue-black inhibited the
cercarial elastase with Ki's of 3 and 6 p.M, respectively (table 1 & figure 2).

These two compounds also displayed specificity for the cercarial elastase as
evidenced by the generally higher Ki's against chymotrypsin and pancreatic

elastase (table 1). Because the S1 specificity pocket of cercarial elastase is more

similar to chymotrypsin than to pancreatic elastase, it is not surprising that both

2-(4-methoxybenzoyl)-1-naphthoic acid and naphthol blue-black are also good

inhibitors of chymotrypsin. Presumably, the application of standard medicinal

chemistry strategies to these lead compounds will yield more potent and

selective inhibitors of the schistosome enzyme. Topical application of peptide

based inhibitors has already been demonstrated to block parasite migration

through the skin (11).

Oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-naphthymethylene) hydrazide) inhibited the trophozoite

cysteine protease with an IC50 of 6 p.M (figure 3a). When tested against cultured

P. falciparum, this compound also inhibited the incorporation of hypoxanthine, a

standard marker of parasite metabolism, at approximately the same
concentration (figure 3b). Because this compound can inhibit the protease and

the parasite, efforts are underway to synthesize analogs of oxalic bis((2-hydroxy

1-naphthymethylene) hydrazide) and examine their therapeutic potential.
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Figure 2
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A representative Ki determination using the Dixon plot. In this
example, the Ki is determined for naphthol blue-black against
cercarial elastase. Each point was determined in triplicate. Each
line represents a different substrate concentration. Some error bars
are too small to be to be graphed in this representation of the data.
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Figure 3
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a) IC50 curve for oxalic bis ((2-hydroxy-1-naphthylmethylene)
hydrazide) against the malarial cysteine protease. The points are
the mean of 8 assays and the error bars are the standard deviation
of the samples.
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The visual screening process was re-examined for the most active compounds in

an attempt to find the relevant factors responsible their selection. An interesting

dichotomy was observed in the DOCK shape-based and force field scores. All
but one of the five inhibitors of the cercarial elastase were members of the force

list with the following rankings: 85th (2-(4-methoxybenzoyl)-1-naphthoic aica),

122nd (plasmocorinth B), 627th (naphthol blue-black) & 918th (alpha

phenethylphthalamic acid). The fifth compound, 9-fluorenone-4-carboxylic acid,

appeared on both lists, ranking 561st on the force field list and 1783rd on the

shape-based list. The two best cercarial elastase inhibitors, 2-(4-

methoxybenzoyl)-1-naphthoic acid and naphthol blue-black, ranked 85th and

627th respectively on the force field list. By contrast, all four of the malarial

protease inhibitors were members of the shape-based list, ranking: 7th (3,3'-

diethyloxatricarbocyanine iodide), 13th (oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-

naphthymethylene)hydrazide)), 793rd (cephaloglycin) & 1193rd (1-(2-

methoxyphenyl)-6-(4-trifluoromethylphenyl)-5-thiobiurea). The best inhibitor,

oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-naphthymethylene)hydrazide), ranked 13th. These

results may reflect the environmental differences in the active site. The active site

of the malarial protease consists of a large hydrophobic cleft. Because of the

absence of charged residues in the vicinity of the putative binding site, the shape

based scores for hydrophobic ligands that fill the site may adequately estimate

the enthalpy of interaction between ligand and receptor. By contrast, the active

site of the cercarial elastase contains both a hydrophobic S1 pocket and charged

amino acids in the vicinity of the active site. Consequently, the force field scores,

which includes both van der Waals and electrostatic components, better estimate

the interaction energy of the ligands with the active site of the cercarial elastase.
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The DOCK generated enzyme-inhibitor complex structures for naphthol blue

black and oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-naphthymethylene) hydrazide) are shown in

figure 4. Naphthol blue black fits into the groove defined by the S1, S2 and S3

subsites of the cercarial elastase. In the model complex, ligand binding is

stabilized by the interaction of a phenyl group with the hydrophobic S1 pocket.

The sulfonic acid groups could hydrogen bond with arginines in a nearby loop or

possibly with the solvent. Similarly, oxalic bis((2-hydroxy-1-

naphthymethylene)hydrazide) interacts with S2 and S1’ sites of the malarial

protease. The hydrophobic specificity site, S2, is filled by a naphthol group. The

other naphthol group participates in a stacking interactions with the indole ring

of Trp 177 at the S1’ site. In addition, each hydroxyl group on the napthol rings

appear to hydrogen bond to Ser 160 at S2 and Gln 19 at S1'. These complexes are

useful starting points for modeling ligand-receptor interactions but other

possible binding modes should also be considered. At micromolar

concentrations, it is likely that the inhibitors will have multiple modes of binding

to the enzyme. Since these different binding modes are approximately

isoenergetic, discriminating amongst the plausible alternatives with current

scoring functions is difficult. Assumptions such as rigid ligands and rigid

receptors are necessary for computational tractability but are also presumably

responsible for the loss of resolution in these scores. The X-ray structures of

thymidylate synthase complexed with two different inhibitors that were

suggested by DOCK illustrate the challenges presented in accurately predicting

the ligand-receptor complexes (43). In the case of sulisobenzone, the failure to

anticipate the binding of a counterion in the binding site led to an inaccurate

prediction of the complex. In the case of phenolphthalein, a conformational

change by an arginine between unbound and bound states of the enzyme and the

presence of two waters in the bound state led to a slightly different conformation
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of the ligand than the one anticipated by DOCK (43). These examples highlight

the importance of crystallography to the structure-based drug design process.

Ligand induced conformational changes and the presence of bound waters and

counterions are details that may be necessary for successful lead optimization.

The quality of the model structure is directly related to the percentage sequence

identity between the relevant sequences. The trophozoite cysteine protease is

approximately 33% identical to both papain and actinidin, and the cercarial

elastase is 20-25% identical to the seven mammalian serine proteases of known

structure. Thus, we anticipate errors of 1-3 Arms.d. in the model atomic
coordinates, although it is likely that errors in the vicinity of the active site are

substantially smaller reflecting selective sequence conservation. Two

explanations of the success of our modeling/docking approach are plausible.

First, the modeling errors in the active site are small and the major determinants

of molecular recognition are faithfully recreated. Alternatively, the modeling

process was irrelevant, and a homologous structure could have been substituted

for computational ligand binding studies to identify lead compounds. In order

to address the latter possibility, two homologous serine proteases, chymotrypsin

and trypsin were used as receptors for ligand docking. Chymotrypsin was

chosen because it shares with cercarial elastase a similar P1 specificity for

hydrophobic residues. Trypsin was chosen because its S1 pocket is sterically

similar despite its different peptide specificity. Using the same methodology,

DOCK3.0 was used to search the Fine Chemicals Directory and the top 2200

shape complementarity scoring compounds and the top 2200 force field scoring

compounds were saved.
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The best two inhibitors of the cercarial elastase were not included in either list of

4400 compounds predicted to inhibit chymotrypsin or trypsin although each

shape-based list included one of the less effective inhibitors. Due to unfavorable

interactions seen in the model of 9-fluorenone-4-carboxylic acid docked to

chymotrypsin (negative charge in hydrophobic S1 pocket), this compound would

have been rejected during the visual screening evaluation. Consequently, none
of the five inhibitors that were identified for the cercarial elastase would have

been found by a DOCK3.0 search using the chymotrypsin active site and only

one of the 100 puM inhibitors, alpha-phenethylphthalamic acid, would have been

found by using the trypsin active site. Although we cannot rule out finding

other low micromolar inhibitors from the lists of compounds generated by the

chymotrypsin and trypsin searches, our results indicate that the modeling

process was not irrelevant and that this method for inhibitor discovery is

sensitive enough to differentiate between similar active sites in homologous
Structures.

Despite the inherent limitations of computer model built structures, they are

helpful in finding nonpeptidic inhibitors that are active at low micromolar

concentrations. Although these compounds are far from being drugs, they are

sensible starting points for the process of drug development. Because these

enzymes are members of two major protease families, our work suggests that

computer models and structure based drug design methodologies can be applied

to identify inhibitors of proteases that are relevant to other pathophysiologic

processes.
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ABBREVIATIONS

E-64: L-trans-epoxysuccinyl-leucylamido(4-guanidino)butane

Z: benzyloxycarbonyl

AMC: 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin

FMK: fluoromethyl ketone

DMSO : dimethyl sulfoxide

P1 & S1 : The amino acid residues on the acyl side of the scissile bond are

denoted P1, P2, ... Pn and those on the leaving group side of the scissile

bond are denoted as P1, P2, ... Pn'. The corresponding binding sites on

the enzyme are S1, S2, ... Sn and S1’, S2', ... Sn'.
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